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NEW

Now there’s a Bose
aviation headset
that’s just your type.

AV I AT I O N

Introducing the new Bose ProFlight Aviation
Headset with features designed for airline and
corporate aircraft ﬂight decks.
Designed for the professional pilot, the Bose ProFlight is the industry’s
smallest, quietest and most comfortable active noise cancelling
communication headset and includes three user selectable levels of
noise cancellation, a unique tap control for talk-through communication
and quick release side-swappable boom microphone and down cable.
All engineered into a form factor unlike any other headset – a highly
stable, in-ear conﬁguration without the usual intrusive deep-insert eartips.
The new Bose ProFlight is FAA TSO and EASA E/TSO-C139a certiﬁed.
Learn more at Bose-Aviation.eu

Connect with us @BoseAviation
© 2018 Bose Corporation
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Turn your private luxury dreams into your trademark.
You have made your mark in the world; now let it show in your
AERIA Luxury Interiors can
capture your distinctive style, personal taste, and particular vision with exquisite
and uncompromising quality. The AERIA team specializes in Boeing and Airbus airframes with VIP
Visit us at www.aeriainteriors.com or call +1 210 293 3200.
completions on more than 50

AERIA Luxury Interiors, 9800 John Saunders Road, San Antonio, Texas 78216, U.S.A.
AERIA Luxury Interiors is the VIP Completions division of VT San Antonio Aerospace, which is an affiliate of ST Engineering.
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The UAS founders and executive
management celebrate the partnership
between UAS and Deer Jet (HNA Group)

EVOLUTION

EXPANDED
N
UAS International Trip Support
ever content standing
still, the past few
months have been
exceptionally busy –
and rewarding – for the
UAS International Trip
Support team, led by Co-Owner/Founder
and Executive President Mohammed
Husary and Co-Owner/ Founder and
CEO Omar Hosari.
In 2016, UAS embarked upon delivering
the UAS Evolution tech suite. What does
\PMIXXWٺMZQVOTWWSTQSM\_WaMIZ[WV'
,WM[=);KWV[QLMZQ\[MTN ITMILMZQVÆQOP\
XTIVVQVOIXX['

5WPIUUML0][IZa" Our aviation
technology suite, UAS Evolution is steadily
gaining more users with the popularity of
=);.TQOP\-^WT]\QWV·W]ZÆQOP\XTIVVQVOIVL
weather technology – and UAS LinkEvolution,
the cost-saving communications technology.
7]ZÆQOP\XTIVVQVOIVL_MI\PMZIXX=);
.TQOP\-^WT]\QWVQVKZMI[M[Mٻ
KQMVKa_Q\PQ\[
XW_MZN]TKIXIJQTQ\QM[IVLWٺMZ[IJM\\MZ][MZ
experience through speed and accuracy. It
MٺWZ\TM[[TaWX\QUQ[M[ÆQOP\XTIV[IVLUISM[\PM
best use of route constraints, ETPs/ETOPS
and drift down analysis.
We continue to be incredibly focused
on refining and further promoting the
products. This year our implementation
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The UAS team celebrates winning two Sapphire
Pegasus Business Aviation Awards and 18 years
of providing leading global trip support, at the
UAS Middle East headquarters in Dubai

team has travelled extensively,
visiting operators and dispatchers in
flight departments all over the world,
demonstrating how they can extract
the most from UAS FlightEvolution
in terms of usability, efficiency and
cost effectiveness.
When we began researching and
developing our technology, we set
out to transform the way pilots and
dispatchers plan their missions. We
wanted to design tools
that would make their
lives easier and more time
and cost effective. And
we are succeeding. UAS
FlightEvolution has brought
a new level of inflight
situational awareness to
flight planning.
In addition, operators seeking
solutions for common pain points,
like inconsistent coverage in flight
and spiralling data costs, eradicate
both issues with UAS LinkEvolution.
It provides unrivalled global
connectivity with unlimited data
and no hidden datalink charges,
helping operators radically reduce
their datalink costs. We’ll continue
to refine the capabilities of the
suite for as long as demand remains
and we forecast that will be for the
foreseeable future.
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0W_Q[\PMXIZ\VMZ[PQX_Q\P,MMZ
2M\XZWOZM[[QVO'
5WPIUUML0][IZa" Our
partnership has been a tremendous
success. The alliance was designed
\W[QOVQÅKIV\TaMVPIVKMJW\PW]Z
capabilities and accelerate our strategic
goals to revolutionise international
J][QVM[[ÆQOP\IVL][MZM`XMZQMVKM
;QVKM\PMV=);PI[JMKWUM\PMÆQOP\
support partner for Deer Jet and the

has delivered on our objectives and
continues to do so.

=);WٺMZ[M`KT][Q^MKPIZ\MZ
management of the Dream Jet.
Has the aircraft helped generate
M^MVOZMI\MZI_IZMVM[[WN \PM=);
JZIVL'
5WPIUUML0][IZa" UAS air
charter has exclusive rights to the
Dream Jet – the world’s only VVIPKWVÅO]ZML ?MIT[WPI^MIKKM[[
\W,MMZ2M\¼[ÆMM\_PQKPQVKT]LM[
\PM/]TN[\ZMIU//IVL
UAS FlightEvolution has brought *WMQVO**2[W_MKIV\ISM
IVM_TM^MTWN QVÆQOP\[Q\]I\QWVIT care of a range of charter needs.
The Dream Jet is in high
I_IZMVM[[\WÆQOP\XTIVVQVO
demand, particularly from ultrahigh net worth customers in the
Middle East, Africa and Europe,
HNA Group, gained access to the
and royal and presidential entourages. I
QUXZM[[Q^MÆMM\WN !IQZKZIN\\PI\,MMZ _W]TLLMÅVQ\MTa[Ia\PI\IP]OMIUW]V\
Jet operates and manages, and become
of brand familiarity has been generated
\PMWٻ
KQITKPIZ\MZIOMV\NWZ\PM_WZTL¼[ by our association with the Dream Jet,
WVTa>>18KWVÅO]ZML*WMQVO ·
XIZ\QK]TIZTaNWZW]ZIQZKPIZ\MZWٺMZQVO
the Dream Jet – thereby strengthening
which is growing exponentially.
W]ZIQZKPIZ\MZWٺMZQVOQUUMI[]ZIJTa
0I[=);ILLML\WQ\[OTWJITWٺMZQVO
And, most recently, UAS clients can
QVZMKMV\UWV\P['
enjoy priority treatment at Deer Jet’s
7UIZ0W[IZQ" UAS has four
UIOVQÅKMV\.*7[·_WZTLKTI[[
continental headquarters, in Houston,
facilities located at key commercial
Hong Kong, Dubai, and Johannesburg,
and travel hubs, comprising China’s
I[_MTTI[ZMOQWVITWٻ
KM[KW^MZQVO+PQVI
TIZOM[\.*7VM\_WZS.ZWUI
the Indian subcontinent, East Africa,
strategic viewpoint, this partnership
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their crew and ensuring the smoothest
operations possible, often in very rural
stations. Our UAS station manager
VM\_WZS[I\Q[ÅM[\PM[MZMY]QZMUMV\[
Our clients can expect to deal with one
point of contact at the station and this
means easier and faster exchanges and
no miscommunication. Having a station
UIVIOMZWV\PMOZW]VLQ[\PMLQٺMZMVKM
between a lot of uncertainty and
mishaps, and a seamless mission.

and West and Central Africa. All in all,
_MPI^M=);MUXTWaMM[I\OTWJIT
locations, with the option to move our
VIP supervision resources anywhere.
Meanwhile, our partnership with Deer
Jet has enhanced our ground presence
and customer care capabilities in China.
1V5Ia _MOIQVMLXZQWZQ\aIKKM[[
and pricing within the country’s best
IVLTIZOM[\.*7VM\_WZS\PIVS[\W\PM
partnership with Deer Jet. The expanded
UAS China network also guarantees
the UAS standard of quality at each of
\PM.*7[[WUMWN _PQKPIZM\PMWVTa
Å`MLJI[MWXMZI\WZ[I^IQTIJTMI\\PMQZ
destinations. On-the-ground supervision
by UAS station managers is also available
I\\PM[MMTM^MV.*7[I[_MTTI[IKZW[[
 +PQVM[MIQZXWZ\[\PIVS[\W,MMZ2M\¼[
extensive ground presence.
From a connectivity point of view,
\PQ[WٺMZ[UI[[Q^MJMVMÅ\[\WW]Z
clients, since they now have access
to the highest levels of service and
KW[\MٻKQMVKa\PZW]OPW]\+PQVI
This is integral to our commitment to
exceeding expectations and enhancing
the user experience.
?Q\PZMOIZL\W\PM)[QI8IKQÅK
region, our China ops team has had a
year of great success, expanding as a
result of the growing demand for UAS
solutions in the market. Our focus is to
continuously strive to build a seamless
customer experience for China-based
WXMZI\WZ[_PMZM^MZ\PMaÆaOTWJITTa
IVL_MZMKMV\TaZMTWKI\MLW]ZWٻKM[\W
*MQRQVO1V\MZVI\QWVIT)QZXWZ\\WJMM^MV
closer to all stakeholders.

of aviation services, including ground
handling and fuel, VIP airport
services, executive lounges, passenger
and crew services, and maintenance
services. Our station managers in
China also ensure the standard
remains uncompromised. UAS is
the only international trip support
provider with such an extensive
presence in China.

+IVaW]\MTT][UWZMIJW]\\PM.*7
VM\_WZSQV+PQVI'
7UIZ0W[IZQ" It has massively
extended our influence in the country.
Our clients receive special privileges
IKZW[[,MMZ2M\¼[.*7VM\_WZSQV
terms of preferred pricing and
priority of service provision. In terms
of customer service and the UAS
standard of quality, these facilities are
five-star and offer a wide complement

Mohammed Husary, UAS Co-Owner/Founder and
Executive President, and Omar Hosari, UAS Co-Owner/
Founder and CEO, on board the Dream Jet – the
world’s only VVIP-configured Boeing 787

2]LOQVOJa\PM=);_MJ[Q\MQ\
[MMU[aW]KWV[QLMZ)NZQKII^MZa
promising area for business
I^QI\QWVOZW_\P'1[=);KWUUQ\\ML
\W\PMKWV\QVMV\NWZ\PMTWVO\MZU'
7UIZ0W[IZQ" We have huge hopes
for, and belief in, the future of the
industry in Africa, as we have always
had. Our commitment can best be seen
in our investment on the continent, in
terms of our African headquarters in

Johannesburg, West and Central Africa
WٻKMQV4IOW[IVL-I[\)NZQKIVWٻKM
in Nairobi.
Africa is still developing, so operators
really want people working on their
behalf on the ground, supporting

5WPIUUML0][IZa_I[ZMKMV\Ta
listed in NBAA’s Top 40 Under 40
OTWJITTaNWZPQ[TMILMZ[PQXWN =);
and accomplishments in business
UIVIOMUMV\?PI\LWM[\PMI_IZL
UMIVI\\PMXMZ[WVITIVLKWUXIVa
TM^MT['
5WPIUUML0][IZa" I’m
delighted to have received this accolade
NZWU6*))ITWVO_Q\P[WUIVaW\PMZ

OZMI\KWV\ZQJ]\WZ[\WW]ZUIOVQÅKMV\
industry. I’m thankful for this great
honour and I’m certain that I’ll
continue my commitment to business
aviation for many years to come. I was
also honoured for Lifetime Achievement
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QV*][QVM[[)^QI\QWVI\\PM;IXXPQZM
8MOI[][*][QVM[[)^QI\QWV)_IZL[I\
\PM-*)+-[PW_QV/MVM^I
Also, earlier this year, Omar
Hosari received an award for his
outstanding leadership and was
VIUMLI[WVMWN \PMJM[\)ZIJ
+-7[I\\PM)ZIJ*M[\)_IZL[ 
We are both tremendously proud
and moved to be recognised with
these honours.
+IVaW][]UUIZQ[M\PM
KWUXIVa¼[IKPQM^MUMV\[W^MZ\PM
XI[\UWV\P[WZ[W'?PI\KIV
_MM`XMK\NZWU=);W^MZ\PMVM`\
 UWV\P['
5WPIUUML0][IZa" Our
purpose going forward is to

8
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consistently enhance the customer
experience in every aspect of UAS
– our global network, air charter,
trip support and aviation technology.
We’ve once again had a productive
and successful year that saw us
receive many industry accolades,
including Service Provider of
the Year at the Sapphire Pegasus
*][QVM[[)^QI\QWV)_IZL[#_M_MZM
also shortlisted in four categories
NWZ\PM)[*))1KWV[WN )^QI\QWV
Awards. I think this recognition from
fellow industry stakeholders and
QVÆ]MVKMZ[ZMQVNWZKM[\PMNIK\\PI\
UAS is a dynamic and innovative
company, continuously evolving
within a highly competitive, ever
changing industry. Q

UAS Executive Vice-President
Jay Ammar Husary at the
unveiling of UAS FlightEvolution,
the flagship flight planning and
weather technology from the
UAS Evolution suite
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AirX Goes

BIG!
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M

alta-based AirX
describes itself
as ‘The most
LQ^MZ[QÅMLIQZTQVM
QV\PM_WZTL¼
IVL_Q\PIÆMM\
JI[MLWV\PM)QZJ][)*WMQVO
*WUJIZLQMZ+PITTMVOMZ 
+M[[VI+Q\I\QWV@IVL-UJZIMZ4QVMIOM
IVL4MOIKaQ\UIa_MTTJM
KWZZMK\<PMKWUXIVa[XMKQITQ[M[QV
M`MK]\Q^MKPIZ\MZ[WXMZI\QVOOTWJITTa
IVL[]XXWZ\QVOU][QK\W]Z[[XWZ\[
\MIU[LQ[KZM\MZWaITXIZ\aIVLPMILWN 
[\I\M\ZI^MTIVL\PMVMML[WN XZQ^I\M
QVLQ^QL]IT[IVLOZW]X[
AirX’s clever aircraft acquisition policies
MVIJTMQ\\WLMTQ^MZKW[\MٺMK\Q^MPQOPMVLT]`]Za
\ZI^MTMXQ\WUQ[MLJa\PM[MI\)

ZMOQ[\MZML!0*1/IVLUISQVOIJZQMN [\WXW^MZ
I\Q\[4WVLWV;\IV[\MLJI[M_PMVEVAKI]OP\
]X_Q\PQ\TI\MQV6W^MUJMZ=XKTW[M\PM)
Q[M^QLMV\TaI^MZaTIZOMRM\J]\\PIVS[\WQ\[
[XIKQW][QV\MZQWZTIaW]\!0*1/[WUMPW_
IXXMIZ[M^MVUWZMM`XIV[Q^MWV\PMQV[QLM;Q`
IJZMI[\[MI\QVOKWUJQVM[_Q\PP]OMTQ^QVO[XIKM\W
KZMI\MIVIQZaKWUNWZ\IJTMMV^QZWVUMV\WX\QUQ[ML
NWZTWVOPI]T\ZI^MT
,MXMVLQVOWVK][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\[
ÅVMLQVQVOQ[I^IQTIJTMXZM[MV\MLJa)QZ@¼[
M`XMZQMVKMLÆQOP\I\\MVLIV\[_PQTM\PMKIJQV
KIVJMMY]QXXML\W[]Q\I^IZQM\aWN N]VK\QWV[
QVKT]LQVOI/MZUIV,2XIZ\a°.WZ[XWZ\[\MIU[
WZQVLQ^QL]IT[\ZI^MTTQVO_Q\PM`\MV[Q^MT]OOIOM
WZKIZOW\PMIQZKZIN\¼[]VLMZÆWWZPWTL[IZMIT[W
UWZM\PIVIUXTM·UW\WZ[XWZ\[\MIU[PI^M][ML
\PMIQZKZIN\\WUW^MKIZ[IVLMY]QXUMV\JMTW_
LMKS_PQTMXMZ[WVVMT\ZI^MTQV\PMKIJQV

| AIRX

AirX A340-300
9H-BIG, employing
reverse thrust on
landing

From left to right:
Every one of 9H-BIG’s seats is
convertible into a flat berth
Brown and cream upholstery features
throughout the cabin, with provision
for branding to suit customer needs
The rear cabin features a pair
of couches.
All Helmut Harringer
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Flying 9H-BIG

*MZVPIZL»*MZVQM¼?ITTVMZ)QZ@/ZW]X
+PQMN +WUUMZKQIT7NNQKMZIVLWVMWN \PM
KWUXIVa¼[)XQTW\[UIVIOM[!0*1/0M
[Ia["¹<PMIQZKZIN\NTQM[JM\_MMVIVL 
PW]Z[XMZaMIZºIZMI[WVIJTaPQOP][IOMZI\M
NWZIJ][QVM[[RM\J]\^MZaTW_NWZIVIQZTQVMZ
;QVKM\PM)Q[IVIQZTQVMZJaLM[QOVPW_
LWM[)QZ@UIVIOMQ\[UIQV\MVIVKM'¹?M¼ZMWV
)QZJ][¼TW_]\QTQ[I\QWVXTIVIK\]ITTaLM[QOVML
NWZ)+2[)VL_MKPW[M\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZIQZKZIN\
JMKI][MI\W]ZZI\MWN ][MQ\PI[[]NNQKQMV\
KaKTM[ZMUIQVQVONWZIVW\PMZNQ^MWZ[Q`aMIZ[
_PQTMNWZIVIQZTQVM_Q\PQ\[PQOPMZ][IOMZI\M[
Q\[KIZMMZ_I[MNNMK\Q^MTaW^MZº
<PMZM¼[VW\aXQKITUQ[[QWVNWZ!0*1/J]\
?ITTVMZ[Ia[[XWZ\[\MIU[][]ITTa\ISMZW]VL
\ZQXKPIZ\MZ[WN JM\_MMV\PZMMIVLÅ^M[MK\WZ[
L]ZQVOXZM[MI[WV\ZIQVQVOWZ\W]Z[¹?M\WWS
IV6*)JI[SM\JITT\MIU\W+PQVINWZM`IUXTM
IVL_M_MZM^MZaJ][aL]ZQVO\PM.1.)?WZTL
+]XQV:][[QIº*][QVM[[RM\[ZIZMTaWXMZI\M_Q\P
N]TTXI[[MVOMZTWIL[IVLVW[WKKMZ\MIUPI[
XTIaMZ[#LWM[!0*1/\PMZMNWZMM^MZPI^MITTQ\[
[MI\[ÅTTML';]ZXZQ[QVOTa¹7]ZTI[\NW]Z\ZQX[
_MZMN]TTIVLW]ZI^MZIOMTWILQ[IZW]VL 
XI[[MVOMZ[º?ITTVMZZMXWZ\[
)VLI[QLMNZWUZMO]TIZT]OOIOM_PI\OWM[QV
\PMPWTL'¹?M¼^MX]\KIZ[QVWVXITTM\[IVLTW\[
WN [XWZ\[MY]QXUMV\·\MV\W\WVVM[WN KIZOW

12
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QV\W\IT5][QKQIV[\MVL\W[MVL\PMQZMY]QXUMV\
JaNZMQOP\MZJ]\NWZM`IUXTM4ILa/IOI¼[[\IOM
_IZLZWJM_I[JM\_MMV\PZMMIVLNW]Z\WVVM[º
?PMZM!0*1/UISM[IVQUXZM[[QWV\PW]OP
Q[_Q\PQ\[KIJQVIVL\PM)QZ@\MIU\PI\WXMZI\M[
Q\)KZM_WN \PZMMXQTW\[IÆQOP\MVOQVMMZIVL
JM\_MMVVQVMIVLÆQOP\I\\MVLIV\[LMXMVLQVO

?M¼^MX]\KIZ[QVWVXITTM\[IVLTW\[WN [XWZ\[
MY]QXUMV\·\MV\W\WVVM[WN KIZOWQV
\W\IT°4ILa/IOI¼[[\IOM_IZLZWJM_I[
JM\_MMV\PZMMIVLNW]Z\WVVM[

WVXI[[MVOMZTWILQ[[\IVLIZL;PW]TL>>18
[MZ^QKMJMZMY]QZMLÆQOP\I\\MVLIV\[IZM
KIZZQML<PMI\\MVLIV\[\MVL\WPI^M-UQZI\M[
9I\IZ)QZ_Ia[IVL-\QPILÅZ[\KTI[[JIKSOZW]VL[
_PQTM[WUMPI^MM`XMZQMVKMWVTIZOM>>18
IQZKZIN\QV\PM5QLLTM-I[\
<PMZM¼[IT[WILMLQKI\MLWXMZI\QWV[\MIU
JIKSQV5IT\IUIVIOQVO\PM)I[Q\UISM[
Q\[OTWJITRW]ZVMa[KWWZLQVI\QVOIQZXWZ\[KZM_
UIQV\MVIVKMZMY]QZMUMV\[IVLÆQOP\XTIVVQVO
)QZ@Q[UISQVOIXZWÅ\_Q\PQ\[)IVL\PM
XW[[QJQTQ\QM[WN KZW[[Y]ITQÅKI\QWVJM\_MMV)QZJ][
\aXM[Q[VW\TW[\WV?ITTVMZ_PW[Ia[\PMKWUXIVa
Q[WXMV\WN]Z\PMZ)QZJ][IKY]Q[Q\QWV[QVN]\]ZMQ

9H-BIG offers
spacious passenger
accommodation
and huge underfloor
cargo capacity
Helmut Harringer
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Non-stop to the heart of Switzerland

F LY T O S W I T Z E R L A N D

Bern Airport’s location is in the heart of Switzerland which enables an easy, fast and stress-free access to
business locations in Fribourg, Neuchâtel or Vevey. Furthermore, Swiss touristic attractions such as the
Bernese Oberland, Interlaken, Jungfrau or Lucerne, and the world-famous ski resorts of Grindelwald and
Gstaad can be reached in less than 90 minutes. More information on bernairport.ch/business.
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ

No slots required
1.730 m grooved runway
Short distances: ready for start-up in less than 5 minutes
Local helicopter and limousine service companies for smooth transfers
Customs and border guards
Own FBO, crew rest area, refuelling and catering services
#1ACPRGCB '*1!2'PCQRPGARCB?LBPCA?RCEMPW 

Simply. Fly. Away.
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Ringing the Changes
Sameer Rehman talks Bell in the Middle East

I

\_W]TLJMÆQXXIV\\W[]OOM[\
\PI\*MTTQ[JIKSQV\PM
KWUUMZKQITM`MK]\Q^MIVL>18
PMTQKWX\MZJ][QVM[[JMKI][MQ\
VM^MZTMN\*]\*MTT¼[UQTQ\IZa
J][QVM[[PI[JMMVXIZ\QK]TIZTa
[\ZWVO_Q\PLM[KMVLIV\[WN Q\[NIUW][
0]Ma[MTTQVO_MTTQV\PMQZUWLMZVIVL
]XOZILMLNWZU[_PQTM\PMTI\M[\=0A
IVL)0BIZMKWZVMZ[\WVM[WN =;
5IZQVM+WZX[¼IQZXW_MZIVLM`XWZ\
[]KKM[[M[QV\PMQZW_VZQOP\<PMV\PMZM¼[
\PM*MTT*WMQVO>7[XZMa\QT\ZW\WZI
ZM^WT]\QWVIZaIQZKZIN\QV[MZ^QKM_Q\P\PM
=;5IZQVM+WZX[IVL=;)QZ.WZKMIVLQV
_PQKP*MTTXTIa[IUIRWZXIZ\
Looking back and deftly crossing over
between its civilian and military product lines,
the Model 206 JetRanger might still be regarded

14
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as the classic Bell commercial helicopter. The
company built in excess of 7,000 JetRangers
and derivatives, including the TexasRanger and
LongRanger, the latter remaining in production
as the Model 206L4 until 2017.
<WLIa*MTT¼[WٺMZQVOWN VM_J]QTL
commercial helicopters includes the 407GXi,
I\PWZW]OPTaUWLMZV[QVOTM\]ZJQVMUIKPQVM
with obvious Model 206 ancestry, and the
412, derived from the original Huey through a
long evolutionary process to produce a rugged
LWXZM\\aU]KPIVa\PQVOOWITUW[\IVa_PMZM
utility helicopter.
Then there’s the 429, a sleek light twin,
IVL\PM[QVOTMMVOQVMLLM[QOVML\W\ISM
up the market exactly where the JetRanger
TMN\WٺINIK\*MTTIKSVW_TMLOM[JaVIUQVO
\PM\aXM2M\:IVOMZ@<PMZW]VL[Wٺ
IKWUXZMPMV[Q^MZIVOMWN KIXIJTMMٺMK\Q^M

This is the second
Bell 525 flight test
vehicle (FTV2),
under test from
Bell’s Amarillo,
Texas production
facility
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helicopters, but there’s no escaping the fact that
Bell’s commercial products just don’t boast the
public awareness that once they did…
Go back a couple of decades, and when
Christian Gray decided to take Anastassia
;\MMTMÆaQVOPM¼LUWZM\PIVTQSMTaPI^MTML
her to his JetRanger. But he didn’t. Now it’s
time for Bell to win back that product and
brand awareness, and Sameer Rehman, Bell
Managing Director Middle East and Africa, is
KWVÅLMV\Q\_QTT\PZW]OP\PMZM^WT]\QWVIZaVM_
:MTMV\TM[[
525 Described

Seating a maximum of 18 passengers, the
Relentless offers ample cabin space for more
comfortable, bespoke executive and VIP
layouts. Added to that, Bell’s LIVE rotor hub
technology provides noise and vibration levels
so low the manufacturer claims they’re best in
class. Up front, the pilots enjoy outstanding
situational awareness through the Garmin
/0):+0WZQbWVQV\MOZI\MLNTQOP\LMKS
which combines with Helicopter Synthetic
>Q[QWV<MKPVWTWOaIVLNTaJa_QZM\WXZW^QLM
exceptional safety levels.
Power comes from a pair of 1,800shp General
-TMK\ZQK+<.\]ZJW[PIN\[LZQ^QVOIÅ^M
JTILMLUIQVZW\WZIVL[]ٻ
KQMV\NWZIS\
UI`QU]UKZ]Q[QVO[XMMLIVLTJUI`QU]U
\ISMW_ٺMQOP\1V\MZU[WN Q\[TQN\QVOKIXIJQTQ\a
\PM\PMZMNWZM\ISM[WٺI\I[TQOP\TaPMI^QMZ
maximum weight than the Leonardo AW189
IVLR][\ITQ\\TMTM[[\PIV;QSWZ[Sa¼[;!*MTT¼[
PMTQKWX\MZPI[[]ٺMZMLLM^MTWXUMV\LMTIa[VW\
least through a well understood accident, but test
ÆaQVOPI[ZM[]UMLIVL\PMIQZKZIN\Q[XMZNWZUQVO
very well.
Middle East Market

Helicopter transport is important throughout
the Middle East, whether moving executive
or VIP passengers from ship to shore, rig
workers to their platforms or connecting
travellers in difficult locations. And yet the
region is naturally harsh for rotorcraft,
with high ambient temperatures, frequently
high operating altitudes and dusty, sandy
environments working together to degrade
performance and create maintenance
challenges. Combine all this with the corrosion

risk from operating in the maritime domain,
as many helicopters serving the region’s
plentiful yachts do, and the Middle East ought
to generate plenty of work for the helicopter
MRO providers.
Like those of its competitors, Bell’s aircraft
operate across this spectrum of challenges, so just
how well do they fair? Sameer Rehman explains:
“Our helicopters have been operating in the
region for decades and in fact they’re designed
NZWU\PMOZW]VL]X\WXMZNWZUQVPW\IVL
high temperatures, dusty, sandy conditions and
maritime environments. They typically have inlet
JIZZQMZÅT\MZ[\PI\[MXIZI\ML][\IVL[IVLJMNWZMQ\
reaches the engine, for example.
¹)VLNWZWXMZI\WZ[ÆaQVOW^MZ_I\MZ_MWٺMZ
MUMZOMVKaÆW\I\QWVOMIZNWZITTW]ZUWLMT[I[
well as life rafts. The systems are independent of
one another and usually chosen by all customers,
civilian and military, operating at longer ranges
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Sameer Rehman,
Bell Managing
Director Middle
East and Africa
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over water. Good corrosion resistance is another
VMKM[[Q\aNWZW^MZ_I\MZÆaQVOI[M`MUXTQÅMLJa
\PM*MTT
“It’s a fully marinised helicopter, with
KWZZW[QWVZM[Q[\IV\KWI\QVO[IXXTQMLI\\PM[]J
component level, rather than the more common
[]JI[[MUJTa[\IOM<PQ[Q[I\MKPVQY]M*MTTPI[
JMMV][QVOWVQ\[X]ZXW[MJ]QT\UQTQ\IZaIQZKZIN\
IVL_QTTVW_JMIXXTaQVO\W\PMº
0W_M^MZ_MTTMY]QXXML\PMPMTQKWX\MZ\PMZM
is always a requirement for comprehensive
UIQV\MVIVKMJIKS]XIVLK][\WUMZ[]XXWZ\
?PI\LWM[*MTTWٺMZQV\PMZMOQWV'¹*MTTQ[_MTT
known for its aftermarket service and support
across the Middle East and Africa, and around
the world. Maintainability is also an important
helicopter feature though, and that includes
designing for accessibility to engines, landing
OMIZ[a[\MU[IVL]VLMZÆWWZIZMI[\WMVIJTM
inspections for corrosion, as well as making
ZMO]TIZUIQV\MVIVKMMI[QMZº
Bell’s customer support even extends
to potential clients looking to purchase a
helicopter for their yacht. “It’s not uncommon
for a yacht builder to contact us asking for
[XMKQÅKI\QWV[\W[]Q\\PM^M[[MT\W\PMPMTQKWX\MZ
their client wants to buy. They need the
IQZKZIN\¼[[QbMIVL_MQOP\IVLLM\IQT[WN \PM
moorings it requires, for instance. We have
[QVOTMMVOQVML\_QVMVOQVMLIVLM^MVUMLQ]U
twin Bell helicopters based on yachts – there
IZM[WUMTIZOM^M[[MT[QV\PMZMOQWVº

16
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Bell also remains with the customer when
they take their helicopter away aboard the
yacht, through its global aftersales support
VM\_WZS¹?MPI^M*MTTI]\PWZQ[ML[]XXWZ\
facilities around the world, including locations
IZW]VL\PM5MLQ\MZZIVMIVIVLQV\PM)[QI
8IKQÅKZMOQWV_Q\PMI[aIKKM[[NWZ[PQXJWZVM
platforms. Meanwhile, our global parts network
can be reached at any time should a replacement
KWUXWVMV\JMZMY]QZMLº

8QTW\[_PWPI^MÆW_V\PMIQZKZIN\[IaQ\ÆQM[
like a business jet. In testing we took it to
around 200kt true airspeed, which is incredibly
fast for a helicopter

Humbled by the Huey

*MTTÆM_\PMIQZKZIN\\PI\JMKIUM\PM=0
0]MaNWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMQV!<PMTI\M[\
=0AQ[I_WZTLIXIZ\NZWU\PI\WZQOQVIT
aircraft, in capability, performance, powerplant
and avionics, yet still looks every bit a Huey.
<PM=0ZMUIQV[XMZPIX[\PMUW[\LQ[\QVK\Q^M
military helicopter ever, recognised by people
who don’t even know it as a Bell product, but
realise it’s the Huey of Vietnam War fame.
.WZ\PMUWLMZV*MTTKWUXIVaTWWSQVO\W[MTT
VM_OMVMZI\QWVPMTQKWX\MZ[QV\WILQ[KMZVQVO

Bell 525 FTV3 on
its 22 April 2016
first flight
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WELCOME TO

Here you don’t just land, you arrive!
OLBIA COSTA SMERALDA AIRPORT

There are many reasons to choose Eccelsa Aviation for your trips to Sardinia
· The only real FBO in Olbia
· State-of-the-art dedicated Business Executive Terminal
· Gateway to Costa Smeralda and Sardinia since 1963 *
· 3 km from the Marina of Olbia and 25 km from Porto Cervo
· Complete under the wing services for aircraft up to A340 and B747
· Tailored passenger services
· Full plannig for crew stay(s) at preferential rates
· Hangarage recovery
· Maintenance service in cooperation with Meridiana Maintenance
· Slot- and PPR-free landing and take-off **
· Great value-for-money services and easy payment methods
· Award-winning professional and experienced multi-language staff
However, you can forget about all of them.
In fact, what you’ll really appreciate is how you will feel.
And that’s all the difference between simply landing and truly arriving.

Eccelsa Aviation
Olbia Costa Smeralda Airport, 07026 Olbia, Italy
Air Freq. 131.675 | Fax +39 0789 563 481 | Tel +39 0789 563 480
handling@eccelsa.com | www.eccelsa.com
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* Eccelsa Aviation inherits the dedicated ground assistance
service of private carrier Alisarda.
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A handful of the US
Marine Corps V-22 Osprey
fleet serves VMX-1, a
specialist presidential
transport unit

market place, that Huey heritage could be both
advantage and hindrance.
On the one hand, Bell built the legendary Huey,
what better demonstration of the quality of its
XZWL]K\[KW]TL\PMZMJM'AM\WV\PMW\PMZ*MTTJ]QTL[
rugged, utilitarian military helicopters doesn’t it? Just
how good can its executive aircraft be?
Rehman reckons: “We’re very proud of
the Huey legend, but today Bell is all about
innovation. We’re at the cutting edge of vertical
lift technology and innovation; Bell recently
changed its name from ‘Bell Helicopter’ to
[QUXTa»*MTT¼JM\\MZZMÆMK\QVO\PMNIK\\PI\_M
do a lot more than build helicopters. We’ve been
in the tiltrotor business for decades and we’re
IT[WIK\Q^MQV\PM]VUIVVMLIQZ^MPQKTM\PQZL
party logistics and air taxi innovation business.
Wearing our new hat as an innovation company
rather than simply a helicopter manufacturer, I
think people will be very surprised at what we
have coming down the line.
¹+WV[QLMZ\PM*MTT*MTTKZMI\ML\PM
[QVOTM\]ZJQVMPMTQKWX\MZUIZSM\_Q\P\PM5WLMT
206 JetRanger and continues that legacy with
\PM2M\:IVOMZ@*]\\PMVM_IQZKZIN\
comes with all the modern bells and whistles,
including a Garmin 1000 glass cockpit and
L]ITKPIVVMT.),-+1\IT[WPI[IÆI\ÆWWZ
IVLQ\¼[^MZaMI[a\WTMIZV\WÆaNIK\WZ[_PQKP
IZMPMTXQVO*MTTSQKS[\IZ\\PMUIZSM\[MOUMV\
once again.
¹5W[\WN W]ZK][\WUMZ[IZM_PI\1_W]TL
\MZUVWVWZOIVQK\PMa¼ZMXMWXTM_PW¼^MKWUM
from the yachting, sports car or equestrian
industries. They’re people who’ve previously
leased helicopters, but now they’re looking at the
NWZQ\[\MKPVWTWOaIVLIٺWZLIJQTQ\a)VL\PI\¼[
just at the smaller end of our range.

18
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¹5W^QVO\W\PMTIZOMZMVL_MPI^M\PM*MTT
<PM\aXMZM\]ZVML\WÆQOP\\M[\QV2]TaIVL
JaVW_PI[IKK]U]TI\MLUWZM\PIVÆaQVO
PW]Z[;PQX[V]UJMZIVLIZMIK\Q^MTaÆQOP\
\M[\QVOWVILIQTaJI[Q[_Q\P\PMÅN\PIQZKZIN\L]M\W
KWUMWVTQVMQVÅZ[\Y]IZ\MZ!?M¼ZMTWWSQVO
OWWLNWZ.))\aXMKMZ\QÅKI\QWVQV,MKMUJMZ!
and I fully expect the aircraft will become the
KWUXIVaÆIO[PQXNWZUIVaaMIZ[\WKWUMº
Rehman refuses to be drawn into a discussion
WN \PM¼[UMZQ\[KWUXIZML\WQ\[KWUXM\Q\WZ[
J]\VW\M["¹<PM\MKPVWTWOaWV\PMQ[I\TMI[\I
LMKILMIPMIL1\[ÆaJa_QZM[a[\MULWM[V¼\M`Q[\
in the commercial world today – we’re applying
\MKPVWTWOaLM^MTWXMLNZWU\PM*MTTÆaJa_QZM
[a[\MUWV\PM>IVLQ\_QTTJM\PMÅZ[\[]KP
[a[\MUKMZ\QÅMLWVIKWUUMZKQITPMTQKWX\MZ1\_QTT
be a formidable aircraft in a space that hasn’t seen
U]KPZMITLM^MTWXUMV\QV\PMXI[\LMKILMWZ[Wº
.TaJa_QZMPI[WJ^QW][JMVMÅ\[\WÅ`ML_QVO
IQZKZIN\QV\MZU[WN [UWW\PÆQOP\[INM\aIVL
performance, but how will it be expressed in the
'¹1\KWUJQVM[_Q\P\PMIQZKZIN\¼[N]TT\QUM

The Bell 429 features
skid landing gear,
while the 429WLG has
a retractable wheeled
undercarriage.
On display at the
Monaco Yacht Show,
this 429 features
emergency flotation
gear, for extended
overwater flying
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PARIS-LE BOURGET
CANNES
SAINT-TROPEZ
MADRID
IBIZA
BARCELONA
PALMA DE MALLORCA
GERONA
MALAGA
VALENCIA
LA CORUNA
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA
PORTO
FARO
BEJA
CASCAIS
LISBON
AZORES
MADEIRA
CUNEO
SOFIA
BURGAS
GORNA ORYAHOVITSA

FRANCE | SPAIN | PORTUGAL | ITALY | BULGARIA
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I]\W[\IJQTQ[I\QWV[a[\MU\WXZW^QLMM`KMX\QWVITTa
[UWW\PÆQOP\8QTW\[_PWPI^MÆW_V\PMIQZKZIN\
[IaQ\ÆQM[TQSMIJ][QVM[[RM\1V\M[\QVO_M\WWSQ\\W
around 200kt true airspeed, which is incredibly fast
for a helicopter. The never exceed speed has been
ZML]KMLNWZKMZ\QÅKI\QWVJ]\_MM`XMK\IS\TWVO
ZIVOMKZ]Q[M[XMMLIVLS\UI`QU]UKZ]Q[Mº
7V\PMW]\[QLM\PMQ[LQ[\QVK\TaRM\TQSMIVL
with its superior performance, VIP customers will
expect a cabin matching the quality of their jet’s.
Rehman says Bell has the capability in place to
IKPQM^M[]XMZQWZQV\MZQWZÅVQ[PQVO¹?M_WZS^MZa
KTW[MTa_Q\PPQOPVM\_WZ\PQVLQ^QL]IT[IVL\PMQZ
appointed representatives at the detail design level
to create carefully crafted work. But we recognise
that some individuals may have requirements we
can’t meet, in which case we have vendors ready
to satisfy those demands.

The technology on
\PMQ[I\TMI[\I
decade ahead

“We’ve drawn on many segments of the
industry, benchmarking to identify suppliers
who will be able to create a cabin that takes an
QVLQ^QL]ITNZWU\PMQZPWUM\W\PMIQZÅMTLIVLWV\W
\PMQZJ][QVM[[RM\QVI[MIUTM[[\ZIV[Q\QWVWN [\aTMº
Uniquely Bell

So, should Christian and Anastassia reappear
several shades darker still, is he likely to have
chosen from Bell’s portfolio for his rotorcraft
ZMY]QZMUMV\['?QTT\PMZIQ[M*MTT¼[XZWÅTMIVL
public awareness of the brand in the commercial,
executive and VIP helicopter markets?

20
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“We’ll certainly have technology that no one
MT[MPI[º:MPUIV[\I\M[¹6WWVMMT[M_QTTJM
[MTTQVOIN]TTaÆaJa_QZMPMTQKWX\MZIVLVWWVMMT[M
will know so much about the technology. Being
back in that market space is going to do wonders
from the brand appreciation perspective as well.
¹AM[aMIZ[IOW\PM2M\:IVOMZ_I[
prominent in popular culture, although I believe
around 4,000 actually still remain in service. Bell
has been extremely successful in the military
market, and has always continued innovating in its
KWUUMZKQITJ][QVM[[J]\W^MZ\PMXI[\Å^MWZ[Q`
years we’ve been reinvigorating the commercial
[XIKM[\IZ\QVO_Q\P\PMIVVW]VKMUMV\
“We just delivered the 100th example and the
ÆMM\IKPQM^MLPW]Z[MIZTaQV6W^MUJMZ<PM
accolades are coming in, but it takes a while for the
market to adjust. I fully expect to see Bell gain much
greater success in the commercial market and in the
5QLLTM-I[\ZMOQWV1KWV[QLMZ\PM\PMXMZNMK\
IQZKZIN\NWZ\PMKWZXWZI\M>18[MK\WZ
“I believe it’s ideal for many of the local royal
ÆQOP\[I[\PMaMVOIOMQVÆMM\ZMVM_ITM[XMKQITTa
[QVKM\PMIQZKZIN\WٺMZ[\PMKWUNWZ\\PMa¼^MKWUM
to expect and enjoy from their jets. But Bell will
also take a share of the air taxi market and recently
signed an agreement with Uber to make personal
air taxis a reality sometime in the next decade.
“And we have an Indonesian customer already
WXMZI\QVO[WVLMUIVLXI[[MVOMZ[IZZIVOQVO
\PMQZÆQOP\[^QI[UIZ\XPWVMIXX?M¼^MTWWSMLI\
autonomous air taxis too and believe they are the
N]\]ZMWN ]ZJIV\ZIV[XWZ\º1\¼[QVVW^I\QWV\aXQKIT
of Bell, which is determined to embrace the future
through technologically advanced, progressive
products. “The Huey legacy is a big part of who
we are. But the helicopters we’re building today are
VW\WTL\MKPVWTWOa\PMaIZMK]\\QVOMLOMIQZKZIN\
4WWSI\][IOIQV7]ZN]\]ZMQ[JZQOP\ºQ

Perched atop
Bell’s Fort Worth,
Texas HQ, the
Jet Ranger X
demonstrates
the type’s
urban utility
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Predator: noun 1 an animal that naturally preys on others.
2 an armed, remotely piloted air system, or drone
Praeton: doesn’t really mean anything







Praetor: noun each of two ancient Roman magistrates ranking below consul

Praetor: It’s all in

the Name

22
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Embraer finished the Praetor prototypes
in a spectacular special effect paint for
their NBAA debut

M

y excitement on
learning that
Embraer was
debuting two new
jets at NBAA’s
Orlando show in
October was tempered only by a niggling
doubt at the name it had chosen for
them – Praetor. Even knowing the word’s
meaning, I was convinced it was a rare
misjudgement.
The Praetors – 500 and 600 – were duly
unveiled on Sunday, before the show’s
press conferences on Monday. The invited
audience was reportedly as impressed by
\PMZIVOMÅO]ZM[-UJZIMZ_I[XZWUQ[QVO
I[Q\_I[Ja\PMM^MV\¼[MٺMK\[*a5WVLIa
\PMVM_-UJZIMZRM\[_MZM[\QTT_WZ\Pa
news and remained a popular topic of
conversation throughout the show.
-`KMX\°XMWXTM_MZM\ITSQVOIJW]\\PM
Praeton. The Predator. And variations in

between. Few seemed to have latched on
to Praetor. I was clearly correct about the
VIUMIVLLM\MZUQVML\W\MTT2Ia*MM^MZ
>QKM8ZM[QLMV\1VL][\ZQIT,M[QOV-UJZIMZ
-`MK]\Q^M2M\[M`IK\Ta\PI\
Name Story

;Q\\QVO_Q\P*MM^MZQV-UJZIMZ¼[[\I\QK
display chalet, he began the interview
with: “You’re wondering about the
name.” It wasn’t the opening gambit I’d
M`XMK\ML°¹1\\MTT[I[\WZaºPM[Ia[
“but a story that we perhaps need to tell
a little better”. Storytelling is essential
\W*MM^MZ¼[M`\ZIWZLQVIZaKIJQVLM[QOV
0Q[_WZSTMIL[\PMXI[[MVOMZWV^Q[]IT
and tactile tales, colours and materials,
\M`\]ZM[IVLMTMOIV\LM[QOV\W]KPM[
TMILQVO\PM[MV[M[\WM`XTWZMM^MZaNIKM\
of the cabin.
“We already had the Phenom,” he
M`XTIQV[¹QVLQKI\QVO[WUM\PQVOWN 
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The Praetor 600 features
underfuselage belly tanks.
Embraer/Claudio Capucho

outstanding talent, and we wanted a
name in keeping with that. I believe the
aircraft and its technology are there to
serve the principal, the person at the
centre of the mission, and I realised
Praetor suited that role perfectly.
In Roman times a praetor worked
to support an important leader –
Embraer’s Praetor will support a modern
generation of leaders.”
Praetor. A well-judged name then…
Praetor Evolution

The Praetor pair immediately
impresses with class-leading range
capabilities. Based on the Legacy 450
but with the fuel capacity of the larger
Legacy 500, the midsize Praetor 500
boasts a four-passenger maximum
range of 3,250nm, easily sufficient
for a coast-to-coast run from Los
Angeles to New York. The Praetor
600 adds additional fuel capacity
to the Legacy 500, extending its

In Roman times a praetor worked to support an
important leader – Embraer’s Praetor will support a
modern generation of leaders

four-passenger reach out to 3,900nm,
a super-midsize best in class.
Power for the Praetor 500 comes
from the same 6,548lb thrust Honeywell
HTF7500E employed on the Legacy 450,
while an uprated version of the same
engine delivers 7,528lb thrust for the
8ZIM\WZ)QZNZIUMUWLQÅKI\QWV[
compared to the Legacy include the
Praetor 500’s increased capacity wing
fuel tanks, while the 600 adds new
underfuselage fuel in what Embraer terms
belly tanks. More obviously, the Praetor
features larger winglets than its predecessor,
QVKZMI[QVOIMZWLaVIUQKMٻ
KQMVKaNWZVW
change in primary wing structure.

Jay Beever has created a new Bossa
6W^IKIJQVNWZ\PM8ZIM\WZ[LMÅVQVO
a comfortable, welcoming space that
combines with a 5,800ft cabin altitude
at 45,000ft to ensure passengers arrive
refreshed, even after the longer legs the
IQZKZIN\Q[KIXIJTMWN ÆaQVO>IZQW][
cabin layouts and options are available,
but the club seats – typically four on
the Praetor 500 and eight on the 600 –
KWV^MZ\QV\WN]TTaÆI\JMZ\P[
Embraer has continued its expanding
ZMTI\QWV[PQX_Q\P>QI[I\WٺMZQVOQ\[
OTWJIT3IJIVL[MZ^QKM^QIIÅV\QX
leading-edge antenna installation. Gogo’s
)>)6+-4[a[\MUQ[IT[WI^IQTIJTM

The lighter of the Bossa Nova cabins
unveiled at NBAA-BACE in October
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for air-to-ground connectivity and a
PW[\WN [MZ^QKM[W^MZ\PM=;+IJQV
UIVIOMUMV\IVLQVÆQOP\MV\MZ\IQVUMV\
is via Honeywell’s Ovation Select
suite, compatible with the majority
of mobile devices and enabling cabin
control through an iPad. Powered USB
XWZ\[I^WQLÆI\JI\\MZQM[_PQTM^WQKM
communications and audio and video
on demand are also available through
)>)6+-4
Praetor Presence

But facts alone fail to tell the Praetor’s
story. The Legacy already looked
good, even parked alongside the best
of its peers, or perhaps especially
when parked alongside the best of its
peers. The Praetor is more impressive
still, the dramatically revised
winglets, admittedly enhanced by the
spectacular colours Embraer chose

for its launch aircraft, emphasising
the aircraft’s advanced design and
enhanced aerodynamics. At a basic,
first impression level, they also look
incredibly cool.
And that same comment is true
of the Bossa Nova cabin. It takes the
Brazilian music and dance style of
the same name as its inspiration, and
Beever explains that the Portuguese
‘bossa nova’ translates into ‘new
trend’, exactly what he has created
with the Praetor cabin. For NBAA,
the Praetor 600 was completed with
a spectacular dark colour palette, the
500 in a rather less dramatic, almost
neutral colourway, both telling the
inevitable story that Beever began
relating from the comfort of the
Praetor 500.
“This lighter cabin would be great
for a fractional aircraft, where multiple

people are using it and a less personal
feel is appropriate. This palette also suits
someone who feels claustrophobic in
planes, especially with the Ultraleather
wrap on the valences, which makes
the cabin feel continuous, while the
ceiling arch and sidewall arch produce a
»_QLW_¼[XMIS¼MٺMK\UISQVOM^MZa\PQVO
feel like it’s been pushed up and out.
It’s the same on both airplanes, but it’s
really emphasised with a colour palette
like this.”
<PMMٺMK\Q[\WUISM\PM8ZIM\WZ¼[
stand-up cabin feel larger still and
Beever reinforces the fact that this is a
midsize jet. Predictably, he has a story
to emphasise his large cabin/midsize jet
point. Not a short man by any means, he
says: “I turned two seats inwards for a
photoshoot and laid on them across the
cabin, that’s how big it is – 6ft tall and 6ft
10in wide.”
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| JAY BEEVER

A believer in technology, but
technology that waits discretely to be
required, he next points out what he
refers to as ‘the butler’ – it’s Embraer’s
unique upper tech panel to the rest
of the industry. He reaches for the
dark panel set into the valence and
it illuminates, ready to serve. “The
butler gives me the ability to turn on
\PMZMILQVOTQOP\[IVLOQ^M[UMÆQOP\
information. I can glance at it to see
PW_TWVO_MPI^MTMN\\WÆaIVLQN 1¼^M
just clinched a deal, I can order a gin
IVL\WVQKSVW_QVO1¼^M[]ٻ
KQMV\\QUM\W
enjoy it. But then when I don’t need it
anymore, it goes away.”
7VKM]XWVI\QUM_PMVQ\ÅZ[\

The Praetor 600’s darkly upholstered
seats featured a form of linked,
rectangular stitching Beever calls
Ipanema and he explains: “We also have
London and Sao Paulo. London is a
diamond stitch and Sao Paulo a zigzag
pattern. It provides us with global, cityinspired themes.”
Setting themes and butlers aside for a
moment, it’s fair to describe the Praetor
500 cabin, in the pale palette chosen
for NBAA, as pretty much typical for a
business jet, and yet the understanding
gained from speaking with Beever
reveals something extra. If all midsize
KIJQV[_MZMTQSMVML\WZMITTaOWWLKWٺMM
then the Praetor 500’s is just that bit

The Praetor 600 features a wet galley as standard

began creating executive jets, Embraer’s
KIJQVÅVQ[PQVO_I[ITQ\\TMPQ\IVL
miss. Since then, the company has
gone to great lengths to bring highend traditional craftsmanship and
cutting-edge technological know-how in
PW][M<WLIa¼[JMI]\QN]TKIJQV[ZMÆMK\
that commitment, but it’s typical of
the manufacturer, and Beever, that he
always sees room for improvement.
“We’ve improved the sewing in all our
seats.” Noting the detail of the Praetor
500 seat he’s sitting in, he says: “We
call this the Milano, with horizontal
stitching in the insert. The style is
reminiscent of Italian sports cars from
the 1960s and today’s Maseratis have
returned to a similar style.”
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creamier. “Exactly, smoother and easier
to digest! It’s a great place to relax and
OM\KWUNWZ\IJTMW^MZITWVOÆQOP\)VLQN 
you remove ‘point in time’ technology on
ITWVOÆQOP\_PI\LWaW]NWK][WV'1\¼[
the craftsmanship. We’ve incorporated
automotive-like execution and simple
assembly/disassembly.”
To prove the point, he reaches
above his head and rips the emergency
oxygen mask cover out of the valence.
“It’s quick and easy to check the mask
ZMILa\WOWÆaQVOIVLQ\OWM[JIKSQV
like that…” as the panel seemingly
pulls itself back into perfect alignment
with a soft click. It’s an astonishing
piece of engineering that Beever almost
dismisses: “The magnets holding it are

concave, so they centre themselves as
soon as they come into contact.”
The Praetor’s side ledges comprise
a mix of materials pleasing both to the
eye and to touch, proving how carefully
Embraer makes its choices. “If it looks
like plated metal it has to be cold to the
touch, because if it’s warm, it’s plated
plastic. If it’s glass it should be cold and
if it’s plastic, it should be warm. The
body picks up authenticity in materials
haptically, it tells you what’s real. And
aW]KIVNMMT\PMLQٺMZMVKMJM\_MMV
leather and Ultraleather, so the seats
are leather but the side panels, which
IZMZIZMTa\W]KPMLIZMÅVQ[PMLQV
Ultraleather.”
Stepping quickly through Orlando’s
searing October heat to the Praetor 600,
_MMV\MZMLI[MMUQVOTaLQٺMZMV\_WZTL
of dark leather, Ipanema stitching and
XWTQ[PMLKIZJWVÅJZM<PQ[IQZKZIN\
was equipped with a fully berthing,
leather divan featuring, Beever noted,
a 105° back angle for perfect comfort
in the sitting position. A vertical back
IXXIZMV\Ta[QUXTQÅM[\PM\ZIV[Q\QWV\W
ÆI\JMZ\PJ]\Q\¼[TM[[KWUNWZ\IJTMIVL
therefore unacceptable to his philosophy.
“We use curved rails, so you can have the
KWZZMK\JIKSIVOTMIVLIÆI\JMZ\P)VL
should technology be exposed on your
LQ^IV')J[WT]\MTaVW\ º
A large panel in the armrest slides
back to reveal a screen and cupholder.
But it slides without any obvious
mechanical means. There are no runners
or hinges evident and it’s the perfect
cover for what Beever calls ‘point in
time technology’, or the butler. “You just
slide it over and you have the perfect
place to rest your arm, without having it
hang in the cupholder. The butler goes
away when you don’t need him. The
technology’s hidden, leaving just the
craftsmanship to entertain you.”
There will be more to the Praetor
story and there’s an evolving legend to
tell of Jay Beever’s inspiring cabin design
J]\NWZVW_PMWٺMZ[PQ[IXWTWOQM[¹1
have to go talk to a customer…” Q
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WEB MANUALS

| MARTIN LIDGARD

New Lines In Store

O

ur mission is to make
editing manuals very
simple, while enabling
organisations to maintain
full control. We’re like
a Microsoft Word, but
calibrating documents in real time across all
users. We’ve automated the control of revisions
and added a little compliance ‘magic’,” says Web
Manuals CEO and Founder Martin Lidgard.
“We’ve accumulated a mass of regulations
from the FAA, EASA and other authorities
and incorporated them into the Web Manuals
compliance library. It allows our clients to
subscribe to changes coming out and see wordby-word any changes that will impact their
J][QVM[[1\IT[W[QUXTQÅM[I]LQ\[JaMTQUQVI\QVO
the risk of nonconformity.
“Once a document is published, it’s
available through web portals, iPad and
mobile apps, personalised notifications to
individual recipients are available to track
who has received notification of changes and
interactive web documents highlight changes,
drawing attention to the differences in the
latest revision.

28-33 Web Manuals.indd 28

“In short, we help our clients improve control
of documentation, simplify regulatory compliance
and introduce a new level of operational agility. We
WٺMZK][\WUMZ[\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WJMKWUMUWZM
Mٻ
KQMV\I[\PMaM^WT^M\PMQZWXMZI\QWV\PZW]OP
commercial and regulatory changes. Ours is a very
simple, web-based tool and our team is always
ready to help new clients become established. The
feedback we’re getting suggests customers make
between a 70 and 90% time saving on writing,
publishing and editing manuals.”
Lidgard was speaking at NBAA-BACE in
October, where Web Manuals announced the
WXMVQVOWN I6M_AWZSWٻ
KMIVLILW]JTQVOWN 
its US client base to 45 customers, since NBAA
5W[\[QOVQÅKIV\\PW]OPQ[IKWTTIJWZI\QWV
with PRISM, a wholly owned subsidiary of
ARGUS International, launching an online store
WٺMZQVOXZWL]K\[\PI\MVIJTMLQOQ\ITQ[I\QWV
PRISM’s ARMOR software suite enables
customers to develop, implement and maintain
compliant safety management systems, making it an
ideal partner for Web Manuals’ compliance-friendly
XZWL]K\[<PMÅZ[\XZWL]K\WVWٺMZ_PMV\PM?MJ
Manuals Store goes live in December 2018 will be
a PRISM-managed Part 91 operations manual,

Joe Moeggenberg,
CEO and founder
ARGUS International
(at left) and
Martin Lidgard,
after their NBAA
announcement in
October
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packaging the expertise of PRISM’s team into a
best-of-breed operations manual where regulation
updates will be pushed out to operators. The
document will be pre-linked to IS-BAO standards
and other requirements, and based on Web Manual’s
templates, so that users will be able to make their own,
unique alterations, while continuously receiving and
incorporating PRISM updates.
Web Manuals Philosophy

Speaking to EVA after the announcement,
Lidgard said Web Manuals’ rapid growth has
been in line with its projections, the company

| MARTIN LIDGARD

investing and working hard to expand its
product penetration and making particular
progress with business aircraft operators
and flight departments. He notes: “When an
operator begins working with us, we often
see them spread digitalisation across their
whole organisation, across flight operations,
maintenance, safety, finance and even HR.”
At the same time, Web Manuals is always
ready to listen to its customers and Lidgard
recalls: “We had two or three existing clients
asking how they could manage all their OEM
manuals, which came to them in the form of

WINTER 2018 |
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Dragging
and dropping
files into Web
Manuals
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| MARTIN LIDGARD

thousands of pdfs on disks and which were often
changed. They needed to share the documents
and changes across their organisation and there
previously hadn’t been a good solution.
¹?MKZMI\MLI[\ZWVOWٺMZQVO_PMZM\PM
content of the whole disk can be dragged and
dropped into Web Manuals, where the structure
of those documents is replicated. When updates
are released, operators do the same thing,
dropping the whole disk into Web Manuals again
and the system recalculates what’s new, what’s
changed and how to present that online, via iPad
and so on.”
Access to Web Manuals editing and updating
features is restricted to a prescribed group of
individuals in any one organisation, but Lidgard
says it’s also important to restrict which manuals
an individual has access too. An operator might
have thousands, even tens of thousands of
manual pages in the system and for any individual
with access to everything, the task of digesting

30
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The feedback we’re getting suggests
customers make between a 70 and
90% time saving on writing, publishing
and editing manuals
updates would quickly become unnecessarily time
consuming – Lidgard reckons a business aircraft
operator might generate between 5,000 and
15,000 company-produced manual pages, plus
many thousands more generated externally.
“Our system ensures those pages remain
updated and compliant, and alerts the
organisation’s responsible person to changes.
They can track and trace the word-by-word
changes in the rules and see where in the
documents these have implications. It ensures
operators have a means of staying compliant.
When there’s an audit, there’s a client
checklist function that generates a list showing

Web Manuals
in-cockpit
functionality
via iPad
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regulation-by-regulation how the operator is
N]TÅTTQVOZMY]QZMUMV\[º
Web Manuals Store

Web Manuals is not a company to stand still.
?Q\PQ\[M[[MV\QITWٺMZQVOM[\IJTQ[PMLIVL_WZSQVO
well, Lidgard pushed to develop the Web Manuals
Store. Why that product in particular? “Several
XIZ\VMZ[PILKWUM\W][TWWSQVO\WWٺMZ\PMQZ
[MZ^QKM[QVLQٺMZMV\_Ia[\WW]ZKTQMV\JI[M?M
also had clients asking us to provide services and
we’d explain we were software providers, not
subject matter experts, but we were happy to link
them to one of our partners.
“We’re delighted to empower the community
by creating these connections, but what better
way than to visualise it in our customer portal,
where partners and customers can ‘meet’ directly
and we just act as the facilitator.” Should a
customer take the inclusion of a partner in the
Store as a Web Manuals endorsement? “I’d say
we’re mindful of who we work with. If we found a
partner didn’t live up to the high requirements we
set ourselves, we’d have to review their position.
We might consider a peer review or rating system

further down the line. But we’ve started out with
\PMQVL][\ZaTMILMZI[W]ZÅZ[\XIZ\VMZ_PQKP
demonstrates our ambition.”
Looking ahead to the next NBAA show, in Las
Vegas during October 2019, will Web Manuals
have doubled its US client base again? “High
fuel prices, the pilot shortage and the fact that
we’re probably past the peak of the past ten years
of industrial growth means we can’t be sure
what’s coming next year. Then there are regional
NIK\WZ[QVKT]LQVO*ZM`Q\_PMZMQ\¼[^MZaLQٻ
K]T\
to see what impact they’ll have. There’s also
an escalating pace of consolidation within the
European regional airline segment, so there are
TW\[WN NIK\WZ[\PI\KW]TLIٺMK\][
“But we’re doing everything we can to achieve
that same growth. From a technical and teambuilding perspective, having the processes and
organisation to support that, then yes, we have
that ambition.” Q

Martin Lidgard,
CEO and Founder
Web Manuals
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| IRENE LORES & ALISDAIR CLARK

Fuelling a
Neutral Future

W

hile the
basic
principles
WN ÆQOP\
remain
]VKPIVOML
\PMUWLMZVÆaQVOUIKPQVMQ[
\MKPVWTWOQKITTa^MZaNIZZMUW^ML
from the frail aeroplanes that
\WWS\PMÅZ[\\MV\I\Q^MÆQOP\[I\
\PMJMOQVVQVOWN \PM\PKMV\]Za
)VLaM\NWZITT\PI\IL^IVKM
\PM_WZTL¼[WVTa\Z]TaXZIK\QKIT
TWILKIZZaQVOIQZKZIN\[\QTTZMTaWV
NW[[QTN]MT
Modern engines burn fuel more
MٻKQMV\TaM`\ZIK\QVOOZMI\MZMVMZOa
NZWUQ\IVLQV\PMXZWKM[[OMVMZI\QVO
NM_MZMUQ[[QWV[<PMaQVKZMI[QVOTaJ]ZV
W\PMZKIZJWVJI[MLN]MT[\WWQVKT]LQVO
IT\MZVI\Q^MN]MT[XZWL]KMLJaZMKaKTQVO
WZ\PZW]OPJQWTWOQKITXZWKM[[J]\\PM
KPMUQ[\ZaWN OMVMZI\QVOMVMZOaNZWUN]MT
QVIUWLMZV\]ZJWNIVZMUIQV[[QUQTIZ\W
\PI\_PQKPOW^MZVML\PMOMVMZI\QWVWN 
MVMZOaNZWUJ]ZVQVOXM\ZWTM]UQV\PM
?ZQOP\.TaMZMVOQVMWN !
1\[MMU[WVTa[MV[QJTM\PI\W^MZ\PM
VM`\aMIZ[WN XW_MZMLÆQOP\VM_
\MKPVWTWOQM[_QTTITTJ]\W][\NW[[QTN]MT
J]\ZMXTIKMQ\_Q\P_PI\'+IZJWV
VM]\ZITUIV]NIK\]ZMLN]MT['-TMK\ZQKIT
XW_MZ'<PW[M\MKPVWTWOQM[I[\PMaIXXTa
\WZMO]TIZLIQTaXI[[MVOMZWXMZI\QWV[IZM
[\QTTLMKILM[I_Ia[WQV\PMUMIV\QUM
_PI\¼[\WJMLWVM'
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+IZJWVW[ٺM\_WZSQVO\WVM]\ZITQ[M
KIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[OMVMZI\ML_PMV
WXMZI\WZ[J]ZVNW[[QTN]MTQ[ITZMILa
_WZSQVO5MIV_PQTMN]MT[]XXTQMZ[IZM
LM^MTWXQVOIVLWٺMZQVOIT\MZVI\Q^M
N]MT[W]ZKM[IVLXMZPIX[ZMITQ[M\PI\
]T\QUI\MTa\PMaUIaJMKWUMMVMZOa
ZI\PMZ\PIVN]MT[]XXTQMZ[
.WZVW_\PW]OPKIZJWVIVLW\PMZ
MUQ[[QWV[IZMIVQVM^Q\IJTMZM[]T\WN 
J]ZVQVONW[[QTN]MTVW\WVTaQVIQZKZIN\
MVOQVM[J]\W]ZKIZ[_PMV_MPMI\
W]ZPWUM[QVQVL][\ZaIVLWVIVLWV
4WWSQVO\WLQ[KW^MZR][\PW_QUXWZ\IV\
MV^QZWVUMV\ITKWVKMZV[ZMITTaIZM\W

| IRENE LORES & ALISDAIR CLARK

\PMN]MTKWUXIVQM[EVA[M\1ZMVM4WZM[
/TWJIT5IZSM\QVO,QZMK\WZ/MVMZIT
)^QI\QWV)QZ*8IVLPMZKWTTMIO]M
)TQ[LIQZ+TIZS)QZ*8¼[:M[MIZKPIVL
,M^MTWXUMV\5IVIOMZINM_Y]M[\QWV[
Air BP has an extensive carbon
W[ٺM\XZWOZIUUM·_PI\Q[Q\[IQU'
0W_LWM[Q\_WZSIVLLWM[)QZ*8
\ISMQV\WIKKW]V\ITT\PMKIZJWV
ZMTMI[MLL]ZQVO\PMXZWL]K\QWVWN 
N]MTNZWUMVMZOaKWV[]UMLL]ZQVO
M`\ZIK\QWV\PZW]OP\PMUW^MUMV\
WN KZ]LMKZIKSQVO[\WZIOM
LMTQ^MZaZMN]MTTQVOIVL[WWV'
Air BP supplies biojet fuel to
Scandinavian airports, here at Oslo

Lores:)KIZJWVW[ٺM\Q[I
ZML]K\QWVQVMUQ[[QWV[WN OZMMVPW][M
OI[M[UILMQVWZLMZ\WKWUXMV[I\M
NWZWZ»W[ٺM\¼IVMUQ[[QWVUILM
MT[M_PMZM1\_WZS[][QVOI\ZILMIJTM
QV[\Z]UMV\KITTMLI»KIZJWVKZMLQ\¼
7VMKIZJWVKZMLQ\MY]IT[WVM\WVVMWN 
KIZJWVMUQ\\ML;WQN IVQVLQ^QL]ITWZ
J][QVM[[MUQ\\QVO\WVVM[WN KIZJWV
IaMIZ_IV\[\WW[ٺM\\PMQZMUQ[[QWV[
\PMa_W]TLVMML\WJ]a\MVKIZJWV
KZMLQ\[NZWUIXZWRMK\WZXZWOZIUUM
\PI\PI[ZML]KMLKIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[Ja
\PI\IUW]V\)N\MZ\PMKIZJWVKZMLQ\[
IZMX]ZKPI[ML\PMaIZMZM\QZML[W\PMa
KIVVW\JM][MLIOIQV
+IZJWVW[ٺM\XZWOZIUUM[KIVPMTX
W]ZK][\WUMZ[ZML]KM\PMQZKIZJWV
MUQ[[QWV[IKPQM^M\PMQZKIZJWVOWIT[
IVLUMM\QUXWZ\IV\QVL][\Za\IZOM\[
\WZML]KM\PMMV^QZWVUMV\ITQUXIK\WN 
OTWJITI^QI\QWV<PMKIZJWVZML]K\QWV
XZWRMK\[NZWU_PQKP)QZ*8[W]ZKM[
KZMLQ\[IZM[MTMK\MLJa\PM*8<IZOM\
6M]\ZIT\MIU-^MZaXZWRMK\QV\PM<IZOM\
6M]\ZITXWZ\NWTQWKWUXTQM[_Q\PMQ\PMZ
\PM>MZQÅML+IZJWV;\IVLIZL>+;
/WTL;\IVLIZLWZ+TMIV,M^MTWXUMV\
5MKPIVQ[U+,5ITTWN _PQKPIZM
IXXZW^ML]VLMZ\PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT
+IZJWV:ML]K\QWVIVL7[ٺM\)TTQIVKM
1+:7)+WLMWN *M[\8ZIK\QKM<PM[M
[\IVLIZL[XZW^QLMIUM\PWLWTWOa
NZIUM_WZSIVQVLMXMVLMV\^MZQÅKI\QWV
XZWKM[[IVLIZMOQ[\Za\WMV[]ZMMUQ[[QWV[
ZML]K\QWV[IZMZMITILLQ\QWVIT\PI\Q[
\PMa_W]TLVW\PI^MPIXXMVML_Q\PW]\
\PMXZWRMK\XMZUIVMV\IVL]VQY]M
<WKITK]TI\M\PMMUQ[[QWV[I[[WKQI\ML
_Q\PRM\N]MT_M][M=3OW^MZVUMV\
,MXIZ\UMV\NWZ-V^QZWVUMV\.WWL
:]ZIT)ٺIQZ[,-.:)MUQ[[QWV[NIK\WZ[
<PMa\ISM[QV\WIKKW]V\ITTMUQ[[QWV
[W]ZKM[NZWU_MTT\W_PMMT_QVOWZNZWU
M`\ZIK\QWV\WMVL][M
0W_M^MZ)QZ*8JMTQM^M[\PI\
LMKIZJWVQ[I\QWVQVI^QI\QWVKIVJMLZQ^MV
\PZW]OPUWZMMٻKQMV\WXMZI\QWV[JM\\MZ
QVNZI[\Z]K\]ZMVM_\MKPVWTWOQM[IVL
TW_KIZJWVN]MT[XT][KIZJWVW[ٺM\\QVO
_PMZMVMKM[[IZa
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| 1:-6-47:-;)41;,)1:+4):3

)KaVQKUQOP\[]OOM[\)QZ*8¼[
W[ٺM\XZWOZIUUMQ[[QUXTa
IUMIV[WN MVKW]ZIOQVO
MV^QZWVUMV\ITTaKWVKMZVML
WXMZI\WZ[\WX]ZKPI[MaW]ZN]MT
_PQTM\PW[M_PWIZMV¼\KWVKMZVML
_QTTJ]aQ\IVa_Ia0W_QUXWZ\IV\
Q[Q\\W)QZ*8\PI\Q\[K][\WUMZ[Æa
KIZJWVVM]\ZIT'
Lores:)QZ*8Q[KWUUQ\\ML\W\PM
I^QI\QWVQVL][\Za¼[MٺWZ\[\WZML]KMQ\[
KIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[IVL_IV\[\WXTIaI
TMILQVOZWTMQV[]XXWZ\QVOK][\WUMZ[¼
IJQTQ\a\WZML]KM\PMQZMUQ[[QWV[IVL
IKPQM^M\PMQVL][\Za¼[IUJQ\QW][\IZOM\[

)QZ*8IT[WWٺMZ[KIZJWVVM]\ZIT
ÆaQVO\WJ][QVM[[I^QI\QWVK][\WUMZ[QV
*ZIbQTQVKWTTIJWZI\QWV_Q\P)^IV\\W
1\PI[\MIUML]X_Q\P;QOVI\]ZM
.TQOP\;]XXWZ\\WMVIJTMITT)QZ*8
;\MZTQVO+IZLPWTLMZ[\WX]ZKPI[M
KIZJWVVM]\ZITN]MTI\UWZM\PIV
WN ;QOVI\]ZM¼[=;.*7[1VITT
QV[\IVKM[\PMW[ٺM\\QVOQ[]VLMZ\ISMVJa
*8<IZOM\6M]\ZIT
)QZ*8Q[IT[WZML]KQVOMUQ[[QWV[
QVQ\[W_VWXMZI\QWV[.WZM`IUXTM
)QZ*8¼[QV\WXTIVMN]MTTQVOWXMZI\QWV[
_MZMQVLMXMVLMV\TaKMZ\QÅMLKIZJWV
VM]\ZITQV?M¼^MUILMIaMIZ

Families gather around a newly
planted tree in Zambezi, part of an
Air BP carbon offset project

<PZW]OPW]ZKIZJWVW[ٺM\XZWOZIUUM[
_MIZM[]XXWZ\QVOW]ZK][\WUMZ[QV
UMM\QVO\PMQZTW_MZKIZJWVOWIT[IVL
\PW[MWN \PMQZKTQMV\[
.WZM`IUXTMI[XIZ\WN W]Z
[\ZI\MOQKKWTTIJWZI\QWV_Q\P>QK\WZ
WVMWN \PM_WZTL¼[TMILQVOWVLMUIVL
UIZSM\XTIKM[NWZXZQ^I\MRM\KPIZ\MZ[_M
TI]VKPMLIKIZJWVW[ٺM\XZWOZIUUM
NWZXZQ^I\MÆaQVOQV)XZQT 1\ITTW_[
XIZ\QKQXI\QVOIQZKZIN\WXMZI\WZ[\WWٺMZ
\PMQZK][\WUMZ[KIZJWVVM]\ZITÆaQVO
_PMV][QVO)QZ*8N]MT
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KWUUQ\UMV\\WZM\IQVQVOW]ZKIZJWV
VM]\ZITIKKZMLQ\I\QWVNWZQV\WXTIVM
WXMZI\QWV<PQ[ZMY]QZM[)QZ*8\W
ILPMZM\WIKIZJWVZML]K\QWVXTIV
QVKT]LQVO\PMQV\ZWL]K\QWVWN [\IZ\[\WX
\MKPVWTWOaWVZMN]MTTQVO^MPQKTM[IVL
UI`QUQ[QVO\PMWX\QWV[NWZ[]XXTaQVO
JQWN]MT)VaZM[QL]ITMUQ[[QWV[NWTTW_QVO
\PM[MZML]K\QWV[_QTTJMW[ٺM\\PZW]OP
*8<IZOM\6M]\ZIT
,WM[)QZ*8_WZS\WPMTXQ\[
K][\WUMZ[][MN]MTI[MNNQKQMV\Ta

I[XW[[QJTM'0I^M\MKPVWTWOQM[
JMMVQV\ZWL]KML\WMV[]ZMN]MTQ[
J]ZVMLUWZMMNNQKQMV\TaVW_\PIV
M^MZJMNWZM'
Lores:5QVQUQ[QVOXZWKM[[M[
QVKT]LQVO\IVSMZQVOQ[WVMIZMI_PMZM
_MIZM_WZSQVO_Q\PIQZKZIN\WXMZI\WZ[
\WZML]KMKIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[)
ZML]K\QWVQV\IVSMZQVOTMIL[\WOZMI\MZ
IQZKZIN\N]MTMٻ
KQMVKaIVL\PMZMNWZM
TW_MZKIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[
+TIZS"1VZMTI\QWV\W\MKPVWTWOa
KPIVOM[)QZ*8XTIa[ITMILQVOZWTMQV
N]MT\MKPVWTWOa\PZW]OPZM[MIZKPIVL
M`\MZVIT\MKPVQKITOZW]X[QVKT]LQVO
\PM+WWZLQVI\QVO:M[MIZKP+W]VKQT
);<51V\MZVI\QWVITIVL\PM)^QI\QWV
.]MT[+WUUQ\\MM<PM[MOZW]X[_WZS
WVQUXZW^QVON]MTY]ITQ\aNWZ\PM
K]ZZMV\IVLN]\]ZMIQZKZIN\ÆMM\[<PM
I^QI\QWVQVL][\ZaQ[_WZSQVO\WMV[]ZM
\PI\UWLMZVXI[[MVOMZIQZKZIN\IZMUWZM
Mٻ
KQMV\\PIVJMNWZM
<PQ[NWK][WVIQZKZIN\Mٻ
KQMVKaZMTQM[
]XWVIVQV\MOZI\MLI^QI\QWVQVL][\Za
IXXZWIKP\WRM\N]MTRM\MVOQVM[IVL
IQZKZIN\LM^MTWXUMV\MV[]ZQVO\PI\
[XMKQÅKI\QWV[IZM_MTTITQOVMLIVL\PI\
RM\N]MTQ[I^IQTIJTMQVIVaZMOQWVWN 
\PM_WZTL)ZMKMV\ M`IUXTMWN 
)QZ*8¼[QV^WT^MUMV\Q[\PMIXXZW^IT
WN ZMÅVMZa\MKPVWTWOa\WKWXZWKM[[
_I[\M^MOM\IJTMWQT[\WRM\N]MTIVL
ZML]KMKIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[?PQTM)QZ*8
\MKPVQKIT_WZS_I[VMKM[[IZa\WIKPQM^M
IXXZW^IT\PMXZWKM[[Q[WXMV\WITT
QVL][\ZaUMUJMZ[NWZ\PMJMVMÅ\WN \PM
I^QI\QWVQVL][\ZaI[I_PWTM
?PI\IJW]\W\PMZKWUJ][\QWV
XZWL]K\[')ZM\PM[MI\\PMQZTW_M[\
TM^MT[M^MZ'<W_PI\M`\MV\LWM[)QZ
*8¼[N]MTZMTaWV\PMTI\M[\MVOQVM
\MKPVWTWOQM[NWZKTMIVKWV[]UX\QWV'
0W_KTW[MTaLW\PMN]MT[]XXTQMZ[
_WZS_Q\P\PMMVOQVM7-5[\W
IKPQM^MWX\QU]UN]MTJ]ZV'
+TIZS"?Q\PZM[XMK\\WW\PMZ
KWUJ][\QWVXZWL]K\[\PM[MIZM
QVÆ]MVKMLJaJW\PMVOQVMIVLN]MT
\MKPVWTWOQM[<PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT+Q^QT
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AIR BP

| IRENE LORES & ALISDAIR CLARK

)^QI\QWV7ZOIVQbI\QWV1+)7[M\[
[\IVLIZL[NWZI^QI\QWV\]ZJQVMMVOQVM
M`PI][\MUQ[[QWV[IVLQV\MZVI\QWVITN]MT
[XMKQÅKI\QWV[\PM);<5IVL,MNMVKM
;\IVLIZL[NWZM`IUXTM[M\TQUQ\[WV
XW\MV\QITXWTT]\QWVXZMK]Z[WZ[QVKT]LQVO
IZWUI\QK[)QZ*8PI[X]JTQ[PML_WZS
M`IUQVQVO[WUMI[XMK\[WN \PQ[IZMI
NWZM`IUXTM\PZW]OP\PM1V\MZVI\QWVIT
+WVNMZMVKMWV;\IJQTQ\a0IVLTQVOIVL
=[MWN 4QY]QL.]MT[
0W_LWM[)QZ*8UIVIOM\PM
XWX]TIZQUIOM\PI\OWM[_Q\PN]MT
XZWL]K\QWV')[I[WKQM\a_M¼ZM
TMLJaUMLQIIVLOW^MZVUMV\
\W[MMNW[[QTN]MTXZW^QLMZ[I[
MV^QZWVUMV\ITMVMUQM[aM\_M¼ZM
ITTPIXXa\WLZQ^MKIZ[PMI\W]Z
PWUM[IVL][MMTMK\ZWVQKLM^QKM[
Lores:<PMZMQ[IOZW_QVOXWX]TI\QWV
P]VOZaNWZIKKM[[\WPMI\TQOP\IVL
UWJQTQ\aaM\LMUIVLQVO\PI\W]Z
QVL][\ZaLMTQ^MZ\PQ[IKKM[[QVVM__Ia[
IVL_Q\PNM_MZMUQ[[QWV[)\*8_MKITT
\PQ[\PML]ITKPITTMVOM·XZW^QLQVO\PM
MVMZOaM[[MV\QIT\WP]UIVXZW[XMZQ\a
_PQTMIT[WZML]KQVOOZMMVPW][MOI[
MUQ[[QWV[\WUMM\[WKQM\a¼[OWIT[1V
\MZU[WN I^QI\QWV)QZ*8Q[KWUUQ\\ML
\WXZW^QLQVO\PMMVMZOa\PQ[OZW_QVO
QVL][\ZaVMML[J]\_MIZMTWWSQVONWZ
_Ia[\WZML]KMMUQ[[QWV[NWZW]Z[MT^M[
IVLW]ZK][\WUMZ[;WUMWN )QZ*8¼[
IKPQM^MUMV\[\WLI\MQVKT]LM"
 ;]XXTaQVO*8*QWRM\QV\PM6WZLQK[
[QVKMI\IZW]VL\MVIQZXWZ\[
QVKT]LQVO7[TW_PMZM_M_MZM\PM
ÅZ[\\W[]XXTa[][\IQVIJTMI^QI\QWVN]MT
\PZW]OP\PMPaLZIV\
 1V6W^MUJMZ*8IVVW]VKML
IVQV^M[\UMV\WN  UQTTQWVQV
JQWRM\XZWL]KMZ.]TKZ]U*QW-VMZOa
.]TKZ]UPI[LM^MTWXMLIVL
LMUWV[\ZI\MLIZMTQIJTMIVLMٻKQMV\
XZWKM[[NWZXZWL]KQVOTW_KW[\
[][\IQVIJTMJQWRM\NZWUU]VQKQXIT
[WTQL_I[\M<PMÅZ[\XTIV\Q[]VLMZ
KWV[\Z]K\QWVQV:MVW6M^ILI
+WUXIZML\W\PMXZWL]K\QWVWN 
\ZILQ\QWVITXM\ZWTM]U\ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV
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N]MT.]TKZ]U¼[XZWKM[[_QTTZML]KM
OZMMVPW][MOI[MUQ[[QWV[JaUWZM
\PIV 
 1V7K\WJMZ)QZ*8JMKIUM\PM
ÅZ[\I^QI\QWVN]MT[]XXTQMZ\WIKPQM^M
KIZJWVVM]\ZITQ\aNWZQ\[QV\WXTIVM
N]MTTQVO[MZ^QKM[I\QVM`KM[[WN 
WN Q\[WXMZI\MLTWKI\QWV[IVLUILMI
aMIZKWUUQ\UMV\\WZM\IQVQVO\PM
IKKZMLQ\I\QWV\PZW]OPILPMZQVO\WI
KIZJWVZML]K\QWVXTIV
1\¼[IT[W_WZ\PVW\QVO\PI\)QZ*8
PI[JMMVQVVW^I\QVOTMILQVOIVL

Lores:?MJMTQM^MQ\¼[]VTQSMTa\PI\
MTMK\ZQKWZW\PMZIT\MZVI\Q^MMVOQVM
\aXM[_QTTJMXTIaQVOI[QOVQÅKIV\ZWTMQV
KWUUMZKQITI^QI\QWVJa[W\PM][M
WN [][\IQVIJTMIT\MZVI\Q^MN]MT[_Q\PQV
KWV^MV\QWVITIQZKZIN\_QTTTQSMTaUISM\PM
JQOOM[\QUXIK\WVKIZJWVMUQ[[QWV[QV
\PMQUUMLQI\MN]\]ZM?M_QTTKWV\QV]M
\W_WZS_Q\P\PMI^QI\QWVQVL][\Za\W
XZW^QLMW]ZK][\WUMZ[_Q\P\PMMVMZOa
\PMaZMY]QZM\WSMMX\PM_WZTLUW^QVO
?MJMTQM^M\PI\\PMIJQTQ\a\W
KIX\]ZMLI\IIVLKZMI\MQV[QOP\NWZ

Air BP’s April 2018 collaboration with Victor adds
carbon credits to the latter’s digital flight log

QV^M[\QVOQV\PMI^QI\QWVQVL][\ZaNWZ
UWZM\PIV!aMIZ[IVL_QTTKWV\QV]M
LWQVOR][\\PI\)LLQ\QWVITTaW]Z\MIU
WN I^QI\QWVN]MTIVL[MZ^QKM[M`XMZ\[
_Q\P\PMKIXIJQTQ\aWN *8IOTWJIT
MVMZOaJ][QVM[[_QTTKWV\QV]M\W[]XXWZ\
K][\WUMZ[\WJM[]KKM[[N]TIVLUMM\
\PMQZOWIT[
1\¼[XW[[QJTM\WQLMV\QNaIPIVLN]TWN 
SMaUQTM[\WVM[WZ\MKPVWTWOQKIT[\MX
KPIVOM[QVIMZW[XIKMLM[QOV·_QTT
\PMVM`\JMN]MT'?PI\¼[)QZ*8¼[
^Q[QWVWN \PMN]\]ZM'

K][\WUMZ[Q[TQSMTa\WXTIaI[QOVQNQKIV\
ZWTMQVPMTXQVOLZQ^MJM\\MZI^QI\QWV
N]MTUIVIOMUMV\)[\MKPVWTWOa
IL^IVKM[_M[MMLQOQ\ITQ[I\QWV
KWV\QV]QVO\WLZQ^MK][\WUMZ
KWV^MVQMVKMJW\PI\\PMIQZXWZ\IVL
XZQWZ\WIZZQ^ITI\\PMIQZXWZ\
)[\PMI^QI\QWVQVL][\ZaKWV\QV]M[\W
OZW__M_QTTVMML\W_WZS\WOM\PMZ\W
ZML]KMQ\[KIZJWVQUXIK\IVLUMM\\PM
MUMZOQVON]MTLMUIVLNZWU+PQVI\PM
=;1VLQI1VLWVM[QIIVL>QM\VIUI[
\PM\WXÅ^MOZW_QVOI^QI\QWVUIZSM\[\W
Q
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Bombardier’s
Global Vision

When we expand our product line, people remember
that we look after the whole market, from the smaller
Learjet, through the medium size Challengers to ultralong range

40
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Bombardier will
deliver the first
customer Global
7500 this year

B

ombardier’s
mould-breaking
Global 7500
reached a
[QOVQÅKIV\
UQTM[\WVMWV
 ;MX\MUJMZ ZMKMQ^QVO
Q\[<ZIV[XWZ\+IVILI<aXM
+MZ\QÅKI\QWVIN\MZUWZM\PIV
PW]Z[WN ÆQOP\\M[\
8MZPIX[UWZM[QOVQÅKIV\TaWV
6W^MUJMZ\PM7-5_I[IJTM
\WIVVW]VKM.MLMZIT)^QI\QWV
)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWVIXXZW^IT
[QU]T\IVMW][TaZMQVNWZKQVOQ\[
QV\MV\QWV\WUISMÅZ[\K][\WUMZ
LMTQ^MZaJMNWZMaMIZMVL
<PM\ZQIT[XZWOZIUUMMUXTWaMLÅ^M
ÆQOP\\M[\^MPQKTM[IVL*WUJIZLQMZPI[
VW\WVTaXZW^MVQ\[XMZNWZUIVKMXZWUQ[M[
for the Global 7500, but exceeded
them, extending maximum range out to
VUIVLXZW^QLQVOIKKM[[\W[WUM
of the world’s more challenging airports,
QVKT]LQVO4WVLWV+Q\aNZWULMTQ^MZa
At the same time, both the
/TWJITIVLPI^M
progressed well since their surprise
TI]VKPI\/MVM^I¼[-*)+-[PW_QV
5Ia)\6*))QV7ZTIVLWL]ZQVO
7K\WJMZ*WUJIZLQMZLMKTIZML\PMQZ
ÆQOP\\M[\XZWOZIUUM KWUXTM\M
IVLKWVÅZUMLQ\[QV\MV\QWV\WN]TÅT
ÅZ[\K][\WUMZLMTQ^MZQM[QV!
Featuring an optimised wing and new
Rolls-Royce Pearl engines, the 5500
IVLWٺMZVUIVLVU
WN ZIVOMZM[XMK\Q^MTa
All three new Globals represent
ILMÅVQ\Q^MJTMVLWN IMZWLaVIUQK[
XW_MZXTIV\Mٻ
KQMVKaIVLXMZNWZUIVKM
speed, range and craftsmanship,
but without a fast reacting, easily
accessible global support network
in place, ownership might quickly
JMKWUMIKPWZM1\¼[INIK\*WUJIZLQMZ
recognises, and its worldwide
maintenance and support system is not
only acknowledged as superior by its
K][\WUMZ[J]\M`XIVLQVO

| KHADER MATTAR

Most recently the manufacturer
ILLMLÅ^M5WJQTM:M[XWV[M<MIU
\Z]KS[\WQ\[=;[]XXWZ\MٺWZ\
IVLWXMVMLQ\[[M^MV\PVM_TQVM
UIQV\MVIVKM[\I\QWVQV UWV\P[
The Paris facility, located at Le
*W]ZOM\)QZXWZ\[]XXWZ\[TQVMIVL
]V[KPML]TMLUIQV\MVIVKMIVLWٺMZ[
)7/[]XXWZ\1\[MVOQVMMZ[IZM
KMZ\QÅMLIKZW[[\PM*WUJIZLQMZZIVOM
including the Learjet 60, Challenger
IVL[MZQM[IVLITT/TWJIT[
The latter includes the Global 7500
·Q\¼[KWUQVO[WWVIVL*WUJIZLQMZ
Q[ZMILa
Expansive Line

While the company’s
LM^MTWXUMV\ITMUXPI[Q[Q[WV\PM
Globals, it shouldn’t be forgotten
\PI\*WUJIZLQMZ¼[Q[IUWVO\PM
UWZMM`XIV[Q^MXZWL]K\TQVM[
in the market, extending from
\PM[M^MVXI[[MVOMZVU
Learjet 70, through the ten-place,
VU+PITTMVOMZ\W\PM
!XI[[MVOMZ/TWJIT<PM
current production Learjet 70 and
75 trace their origins back to the
WZQOQVIT4MIZRM\IUWVO\PM^MZa
NQZ[\XQWVMMZQVOJQbRM\LM[QOV[
The Challenger 650, meanwhile,
has its roots in the CL-600,
_PQKPÅZ[\MUMZOMLQV\PMTI\M
![IVLMٺMK\Q^MTaQV\ZWL]KML
*WUJIZLQMZ\W\PMM`MK]\Q^MIVL
>18UIZSM\1\[N][MTIOM[MK\QWV
IVLIQZNZIUMKWVÅO]ZI\QWVIT[W
informed the highly successful
CRJ series of regional airliners,
both the Challenger and CRJ then
KWV\ZQJ]\QVO\W\PM/TWJIT-`XZM[[
_PQKPMV\MZML[MZ^QKMQV!!!IVL
TMLLQZMK\Ta\W\WLIa¼[/TWJIT[
*WUJIZLQMZLMTQ^MZMLI
Challenger 350, a machine
LM^MTWXMLQV\PM[XQZQ\WN \PM^MZa
ÅZ[\+PITTMVOMZ[\W4I\Q\]LM
)^QI\QWVTI\MQV7K\WJMZKWV\QV]QVO
\PMOWWLVM_[ZM^MITMLI\6*))
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_PMZM6M\2M\[KWVÅZUMLQ\_I[KWV^MZ\QVO
XZM^QW][WX\QWV[NWZÅ^M+PITTMVOMZ[IVL
I/TWJITNWZLMTQ^MZaQV!)T[WI\
\PM[PW_*WUJIZLQMZIVVW]VKMLLMTQ^MZa
WN !J][QVM[[RM\[NWZ\PMaMIZ\WLI\M_Q\P
LMTQ^MZMLQV9IVLIVWZLMZJIKSTWOWN 
=; JQTTQWVI\;MX\MUJMZ
;XMISQVOQV7ZTIVLW,I^QL+WTMIT8ZM[QLMV\
*WUJIZLQMZ*][QVM[[)QZKZIN\VW\ML"¹<PQ[
Y]IZ\MZ¼[LMTQ^MZaIVLJIKSTWOXMZNWZUIVKMQ[
I\Z]MZMÆMK\QWVWN \PMJZMIL\PIVLY]ITQ\aWN 
*WUJIZLQMZ¼[[MKWVL\WVWVMIQZKZIN\XWZ\NWTQW
¹?MIZM[MMQVO[\ZWVOLMUIVLNWZW]Z
/TWJITIQZKZIN\NIUQTaZQ^ITTMLWVTaJa\PM
continued strong performance of our Challenger
franchise, which we estimate outperformed each
KWUXM\Q\WZ[¼UMLQ]UKI\MOWZaLMTQ^MZQM[JaI
ZI\QWWN \WWZPQOPMZQV\PM\PQZLY]IZ\MZº
Successfully Selling

Looking for a deeper understanding of the
Global 5500 and 6500, the rebranding of the
/TWJIT\WIVLPW_*WUJIZLQMZ
works to satisfy customer requirements, EVA
tracked down Khader Mattar, VP Sales
5QLLTM-I[\)NZQKI)[QI8IKQNQK+PQVII\
\PM-*)+-M^MV\QV/MVM^I)UIV_Q\PI
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busy schedule, he first addressed the question
of the Global 7500 rebranding and exciting
/TWJITIVLTI]VKP
¹1V\ZWL]KQVOIVM_XZWL]K\\WUIZSM\Q[
no small feat, but introducing the 7000 as the
TWVOM[\ZIVOMLÅZ[\\Z]MNW]ZbWVMIQZKZIN\_MV\
^MZa_MTT_Q\PQUUMV[MQV\MZM[\[\QTTOWQVO[\ZWVO
6W_Q\¼[ZMJZIVLMLI[\PM/TWJITIVL\W
MVPIVKM\PMWٺMZQVOJM\_MMV/TWJITIVL
*WUJIZLQMZLMKQLML\WQV\ZWL]KM\PM
/TWJIT

The Nuage seat is
a key feature of
Bombardier’s new
aircraft cabins
Dining
arrangements in
the Global 7500

26/11/2018 21:48

INCREASE YOUR
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
EFFICIENCY SIGNIFICANTLY.
MORE HANGAR SPACE –
MORE SAFETY –
LESS COSTS.

Mototok tugs are developed for multi purpose use. Whatever your task is, Mototok
will help you to manage all aircraft shuntigs both inside and outside your hangar.
And this at the quickest possible time and the lowest costs!

Meet us!

Meet Mototok – the worlds most innovative,
safest and most money saving tug!

MEBAA Show
et: 483
Stand/Chal 2018
2
-1
10
.
ec
D
Dubai · UAE

ABACE
2019
April 16-18 China
Shanghai ·

Only Mototok excels with these and other unbeatable advantages:
Clean Full Electric Drive:
low maintenance – no fuel costs

Flexible use for aircraft
up to 39, 50, 95 or 195 tonnes

Radio Remotely Controlled:
Only one person needed for shunting –
no wing walker required

Loads and unloads the nosewheel automatically in seconds
with one click on the remote

Easy Operation:
No driving licence required

Contact us: +49-2151-65083-82 · www.mototok.com · info@mototok.com ·
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Save space by using your hangar more efﬁcient
for about 60% more aircraft

facebook.com/MototokTugs

Innovative remote controlled
electric driven tugs
26/11/2018 21:48
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¹.WZQVLQ^QL]IT[ÆaQVONZWU)[QI\W-]ZWXM
NWZM`IUXTM_MJMTQM^M\PMOZMI\MZZIVOMWN \PM
KWUXTMUMV\[\PMXZWL]K\TQVMVQKMTa<PM
VM_IQZKZIN\PI^MJMMVZMITTa_MTTZMKMQ^MLIVL
although we kept the news back until the last
UQV]\MK][\WUMZ[IZM[PW_QVOSMMVQV\MZM[\º
)XZWL]K\TI]VKPI[[QOVQÅKIV\IVLLZIUI\QK
as that for the Global 5500 and 6500, combined
with the newsworthiness of imminent Global
MV\ZaQV\W[MZ^QKMPI[MV[]ZML*WUJIZLQMZ
remained in the spotlight for the remainder of
 I[Q\]I\QWVQV_PQKP5I\\IZ[MM[ZMITJMVMÅ\
¹?PMV_MM`XIVLW]ZXZWL]K\TQVMXMWXTM
remember that we look after the whole market,
from the smaller Learjet, through the medium
[QbM+PITTMVOMZ[\W]T\ZITWVOZIVOM?M¼ZMPIXXa
\W[MZ^QKMM^MZa[MK\WZIVL[I\Q[NaM^MZaVMML?M
UMM\QVLQ^QL]ITK][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\[_Q\P\PM
4MIZRM\R][\I[_MLW_Q\P\PM/TWJIT#1¼U
delighted to see new aircraft in the product line
IVLLMTQOP\ML\W[MTT\PMU\WW º
,WM[PM[MM\PMXW\MV\QITNWZ[MTTQVOK][\WUMZ[
IXIQZWN *WUJIZLQMZIQZKZIN\XMZPIX[I
Challenger for shorter-range work, alongside a
/TWJIT'¹?M¼^M[MMVXMWXTMJ]aI/TWJIT
6000 and a Challenger 350, but it depends on the
ZMOQWV1V-]ZWXM1KIVQUIOQVMK][\WUMZ[J]aQVO
a Learjet and a Global 7500, but if you go into
)[QIK][\WUMZ[\MVL\WÆaN]Z\PMZ\PIV\PMZIVOM
of the Learjet 75 and will opt for the Challenger
QV[\MIL
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¹1¼UM`KQ\MLIJW]\\PMTI]VKPWN \PM
Global 6500, because it really meets the demand
\WÆaNZWU)[QI\W-]ZWXM_PQTM\PM/TWJIT
XZW^QLM[\PMZIVOM\WÆaNZWU)[QI\W\PM=;?M[\
+WI[\?M[I_OZMI\QV\MZM[\QV\PM/TWJIT
UWKS]X\W]ZQV+PQVI;QVOIXWZMIVL,]JIQ
_PMZM\PMZMKMX\QWV_I[\ZMUMVLW][<W[MMIV
airplane with a true four-zone cabin dedicated
to the owner’s needs with, for example, a state
room, an entertainment room, a dining room and
a meeting room all at the same time, plus a full[QbMSQ\KPMVUMIV[XMWXTMKIVÆa_Q\P\PM[IUM
IUMVQ\QM[I[\PMWٻ
KMIVLPWUM<PMIQZKZIN\_QTT
ÆaPW]Z[WZUWZMIVL[I\Q[ÅM[M^MZaVMMLW^MZ
[]KPI\ZQXº
*WUJIZLQMZ¼[UIRWZKWUXM\Q\WZQV\PMTWVO
ZIVOMIVL]T\ZITWVOZIVOM[MOUMV\[Q[WJ^QW][Ta
/]TN[\ZMIU)[SMLL]ZQVO\PM/MVM^I[PW_NWZ
PQ[\PW]OP\[WV\PMTI\M[\/TWJIT[5IZS*]ZV[
President Gulfstream Aerospace, commented that
PMIXXZMKQI\MLPI^QVOIKWUXM\Q\WZ_Q\P[]KP
OZMI\XZWL]K\[0MZMKSWVML\PMKWUXM\Q\QWV
UILM/]TN[\ZMIU_WZSPIZLMZ\W\PMJMVMÅ\WN Q\[
K][\WUMZ[?PI\¼[5I\\IZ¼[^QM_NZWU\PMW\PMZ
side of the fence?
¹1\¼[IT_Ia[OWWL\WPI^MPMIT\PaKWUXM\Q\QWV
QVIVaUIZSM\?M[\ZQ^M\W[MZ^M\PMVMML[WN 
W]ZK][\WUMZ[_MIT_Ia[NWK][WV\PMK][\WUMZ
1N _MKIV[MZ^M\PI\LMUIVL1¼UPIXXa\W
KWUXM\M_Q\PIVaWVM?MZM[XMK\/]TN[\ZMIU
R][\I[\PMaZM[XMK\][<PMaPI^MIL]\a\W[MZ^M
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\PMQZK][\WUMZ[IVL_MPI^MIL]\a\W[MZ^MW]Z[
IVLW]ZUIZSM\?M[\ZQ^M\WOM\\PMJM[\XZWL]K\
and support out there, based on our customers’
demands, but also demands from the regulatory
authorities, the demand for technology and the
LMUIVLNWZKWUNWZ\·_MPI^M\W[I\Q[NaU]T\QXTM
ZMY]QZMUMV\[º
Diverse Cultures

Mattar’s area of responsibility is
OMWOZIXPQKITTa^I[\IVLMVKWUXI[[M[I
spectrum of cultures, mounting a series of
KPITTMVOM[\PI\_W]TLJMLQNNQK]T\\WW^MZKWUM
_Q\PW]\ILMLQKI\ML\MIUWN [ITM[XMWXTM¹1\¼[
I^MZaU]T\QK]T\]ZITZMOQWVY]Q\MKWUXTM`QV
\MZU[WN [I\Q[NaQVOK][\WUMZZMY]QZMUMV\[
*]\_MPI^M\ITMV\MLIVLLMLQKI\ML\MIU[
of regional sales directors in place who
]VLMZ[\IVL\PMUIZSM\\PMaZMXZM[MV\1\PMTX[
\PI\*WUJIZLQMZQ\[MTN Q[ILQ^MZ[MOTWJIT
company in touch with the different regions
\PI\Q\[MZ^M[
¹)VLIT\PW]OPQ\¼[OTWJIT\PMKWUXIVa[\QTT
retains a family atmosphere, which means that as
IVWZOIVQ[I\QWV_M]VLMZ[\IVLIVLZM[XMK\M^MZa
culture, and work with that culture according to
\PMQZVMML[?M¼ZMPIXXaIVLKWUNWZ\IJTMLWQVO
that and our results in these regions show how
[]KKM[[N]T_MIZMº
With this team of regional sales managers
doing so good a job, Mattar’s role is presumably

| KHADER MATTAR

ZM[\ZQK\ML\WÆaQVOQVI\\PMTI[\UQV]\MIVL
[QOVQVO\PMKWV\ZIK\'¹5a_QNM_W]TLJM^MZa
PIXXaQN \PI\¼[ITT1PIL\WLW 1_WZS^MZaKTW[MTa
_Q\PUa\MIUIVL1¼U^MZa[I\Q[ÅML_Q\PPW_
_MITTKWTTIJWZI\M[W_MTT\WOM\PMZ5WZMW^MZ
*WUJIZLQMZQ[IT_Ia[_QTTQVO\WTQ[\MV\W][IVL
\WW]ZK][\WUMZ[IVLXZW^QLM[IOZMI\LMITWN 
[]XXWZ\1\¼[PIZL_WZSJ]\QN aW]IZMWXMV\W
]VLMZ[\IVLQVOLQٺMZMV\K]T\]ZM[LQٺMZMV\ZMOQWV[
and how each of our business aircraft are suited
\W\PMVMML[WN \PM[MZMOQWV[1\PQVSQ\¼[IZMITTa
[]KKM[[N]TNWZU]TI
¹1[\QTTTMIZV[WUM\PQVO_Q\PM^MZa[ITM_M
KWUXTM\M7]ZK][\WUMZ[IZM^MZa[]KKM[[N]T
M`\ZMUMTaJZQOP\<PMa¼^MJMKWUM[]KKM[[N]T
\PZW]OPIKWUJQVI\QWVWN LZQ^MIVLQV\MTTQOMVKM
IVL\PMaTWWSNWZ^IT]M_PMVX]ZKPI[QVOIV
IQZKZIN\<PMa]VLMZ[\IVLW]ZJ][QVM[[IVLM`XMK\
a product that is up to their standards and that
WٺMZ[^IT]MNWZM^MZaLWTTIZ\PMa[XMVL
¹)VLQ\¼[VW\ITTIJW]\\PMXZWL]K\MQ\PMZ
1\¼[IT[WIJW]\XZW^QLQVO[]XXWZ\\PZW]OPW]\
\PMW_VMZ[PQXIVLWXMZI\QWVWN \PMQZIQZKZIN\
*WUJIZLQMZQ[M`XIVLQVOWV\PI\XZWUQ[M\WW
we’re extending our support network – because
we built their business jet and know it best,
_M¼ZMQLMITTa[]Q\ML\WXZW^QLMW]ZK][\WUMZ[
with the support they need throughout the
TQNM\QUMWN \PMQZIQZKZIN\W_VMZ[PQX1VILLQ\QWV
\WLM^MTWXQVOVM_XZWL]K\[_M¼ZMIT[WQV^M[\QVO
PMI^QTaQV[]XXWZ\ºQ

1\¼[IT[WIJW]\XZW^QLQVO[]XXWZ\\PZW]OPW]\\PM
W_VMZ[PQXIVLWXMZI\QWVWN \PMQZIQZKZIN\*WUJIZLQMZ
is expanding on that promise too, we’re extending our
support network
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Imagine the business aviation world where all players are connected, where operators can share information
by speaking the same language. Where time and distance are cancelled... this is Flyup.aero, the place
where Argos VPH makes the difference, giving the customer a truly different experience.
Argos VPH, commit itself exclusively and personally each single ﬂight with care. Your crew will be welcomed
to our facilities by our professional and trained staff and your aircraft will be promptly handled.
Our professionalism has been recognized and certified with the achievement of ISO 9001 Certiluxe.
LIRA - LIRF - LIML - LIMC - LIPZ - LIPX - LIPH - LIRP - LIRN - LIRI - LICC - LICJ - LIEE - LSZA - LIMG - LIEO
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IS NOW

THE GROUND SERVICE REVOLUTION
TO GIVE OUR CUSTOMERS
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE.
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ARGOS VPH, THE LEADING FBOS IN ITALY
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ON AIR DINING

| DANIEL HULME

Fine Food

for Flying
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ON AIR DINING

| DANIEL HULME

On Air employs a
fleet of refrigerated
vans and three
high-loaders

D

uring October,
On Air Dining
announced a
new cooperation
with Moët
Hennessy
IVL>QK\WZ<PMQVÆQOP\NWWL
[XMKQITQ[\PI[KZMI\MLI[MZQM[WN 
dishes optimised to accompany
a special, hand-picked selection
WN 5Wx\0MVVM[[a,WU8uZQOVWV
Champagne and wines. Launched
WV7K\WJMZ\PMÅVMLQVQVO
M`XMZQMVKMQ[I^IQTIJTMWVÆQOP\[
departing airports in the London
area and arranged through charter
specialist Victor.

Hulme is excited about the
WXXWZ\]VQ\aJ]\ZMKSWV[M`KMX\QWVITNWWL
done exceptionally well remains the solid
NW]VLI\QWVWN 7V)QZ¼[_QLMZJ][QVM[[
*]\XZW^QLQVOOZMI\NWWLIJWIZLI
J][QVM[[WZ>18IQZKZIN\Q[IJW]\U]KP
UWZM\PIVNZM[PXZMUQ]UQVOZMLQMV\[
IVLJMI]\QN]TXZM[MV\I\QWV
¹<PMLZaZMTI\Q^MTaTW_XZM[[]ZM
MV^QZWVUMV\\aXQKITWN IVIQZKZIN\
KIJQVMٺMK\Q^MTaVMI]\ZITQ[M[ WN 
IXI[[MVOMZ¼[IJQTQ\a\W\I[\MUW[\Ta
\PZW]OPZML]KQVO\PM\I[\MWN [IT\?M
LM[QOVLQ[PM[\WKWUXMV[I\MKIZMN]TTa
selecting ingredients that introduce
]UIUQC[I^W]ZaEÆI^W]Z·Q\¼[NW]VLQV
[Wa[I]KM[MI_MML[PQQ\ISMU][PZWWU[

We do a culinary course where we teach
ÆQOP\I\\MVLIV\[UWLMZVXZM[MV\I\QWV[SQTT[IVL
how to use the product

It’s an arrangement that demonstrates
On Air’s willingness and ability to
optimise dishes while also extending its
reach to a new customer base. CEO
Daniel Hulme explains: “We created a
dish to suit each Champagne or wine.
1\¼[\PMÅZ[\\QUMQ\¼[JMMVLWVMIVL_M
obviously worked with aviation in mind.
1VMٺMK\_M¼^MXZWL]KMLI]VQY]M
bespoke menu to suit Dom Pérignon.”

IVL\WUI\WM[NWZM`IUXTM1\KI][M[
[ITQ^IOMVMZI\QWVI\\PMJIKSWN \PM
UW]\PMVPIVKQVO\I[\M·[Wa[I]KM\I[\M[
[IT\aJ]\QVNIK\Q\¼[]UIUQPI^QVO\PM
[IUMMٺMK\I[[IT\WV\PMUW]\P
¹1\KIVIT[WJMY]Q\MVWQ[aQV\PMKIJQV
IVLVWQ[MPI[Q\[W_VMٺMK\WVPW__M
\I[\MNWWL?MXMZKMQ^MIOZMI\LMITWN 
\I[\M\PZW]OP[UMTTIVL\PMTIKSWN _I\MZ
QV\PMI\UW[XPMZMPI[I[QOVQÅKIV\MٺMK\
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ON AIR DINING

| DANIEL HULME

Flight attendants learn dish presentation and
reheating techniques alongside On Air chefs.
Rupa Photography/On Air

on how well the nose works; the dryness
and pressure in the cabin make it a
PIZ[PMV^QZWVUMV\NWZMI\QVO;W_MILL
]UIUQQV\W\PMNWWLIVLQVKWZXWZI\M
QVOZMLQMV\[\PI\QV\ZWL]KM_I\MZ][QVOI
V]UJMZWN UWLMZV\MKPVQY]M[º
Chef Team

<PMM[[MVKMWN 7V)QZ,QVQVO¼[
KIXIJQTQ\aQ[NW]VLQVQ\[KPMN[
described by Hulme as a ‘large team’.
¹<PMa_WZSPW]Z[KWWSQVOW]Z
NWWLIVLI[[MUJTQVOQ\·_MKIV
make almost anything. We send a
XPW\WO]QLM\W\PMIQZKZIN\[PW_QVO
\PMNTQOP\I\\MVLIV\PW_\WZMKZMI\M

the dish to the same standard.
5IVaWN W]ZKTQMV\[PI^MW^MV[WV
\PMQZIQZKZIN\J]\[WUMWVTaPI^MI
UQKZW_I^M[W_M¼^MPIL\WXZWL]KM
[WUM\PQVOWN IOMVMZQKXZWL]K\NWZI
bespoke market.”
<PM^MZaQLMIWN MUXTWaQVOI
UQKZW_I^M\WXZWL]KMIÅVMLQVQVO
M`XMZQMVKM[MMU[KWV\ZILQK\WZaJ]\
Hulme says it’s all about the cooking
XZWKM[[¹?M][MOMV\TM\MKPVQY]M[[W
\PI\_PMVNWWLOWM[QV\W\PMUQKZW_I^MQ\
hasn’t already been ‘through the wringer’
and its integrity is retained. We also
MUXTWaIV]UJMZWN W\PMZ»\ZQKS[¼°º0M
wouldn’t be drawn on the details.

.ZMMbQVOQ[IVWJ^QW][WX\QWVNWZ
NWWL[\WZIOMXMZPIX[MVIJTQVOKTQMV\[
_Q\PINZMMbMZWV\PMIQZKZIN\\WKI\MZ
NWZU]T\QXTMUMIT[WVITWVOMZÆQOP\WZ
IU]T\QTMO\ZQXJ]\IT\PW]OP\PM\I[\M
UIaJMZM\IQVML\PMIXXMIZIVKMUQOP\
JMTM[[\PIVXMZNMK\¹?MWKKI[QWVITTa
[MVLNWWLW]\\WUMM\IVIQZKZIN\WV
multi-leg trips too.”
Flight attendant training is key to
QVIQZY]ITQ\aIVL0]TUM[Ia["¹?MLW
IK]TQVIZaKW]Z[M_PMZM_M\MIKPÆQOP\
attendants modern presentation skills
and how to use the product. It’s really
important. We’ve also adopted all kinds
WN MY]QXUMV\W^MZ\PMaMIZ[QVKT]LQVO
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ON AIR DINING

| DANIEL HULME

[QUXTMQ\MU[TQSMÅVM\_MMbMZ[IVL
delicate paintbrushes. They’re just little
\ZQKS[WN \PM\ZILMZMITTaIVL_M\MIKP
them on the course so they can take the
\MKPVQY]M[I_Ia_Q\P\PMU?WZSQVO
_Q\P\PMÆQOP\I\\MVLIV\[IT[WPMTX[W]Z
KPMN[]VLMZ[\IVL\PMKPITTMVOM[\PMa
NIKMWV\PMIQZKZIN\º
With a well-developed aversion to
[MINWWLaW]ZKWZZM[XWVLMV\XMZPIX[
VW\QKM[UWZM\PIVUW[\PW_WN\MVQ\
NMI\]ZM[QVQUIOM[WN ÅVMLQVQVOIJWIZL
M`MK]\Q^MIQZKZIN\1\UIaM`MUXTQNa
NZM[PVM[[IVL[PW_KI[MK]TQVIZa
\MKPVQY]MJ]\WVMKW]TLJMNWZOQ^MVNWZ
\PQVSQVOQ\¼[\PM[\IXTMWN \PMJ][QVM[[
IVL>18I^QI\QWV_WZTL?PI\WN \PM
P]UJTMJ]ZOMZNWZM`IUXTMI[QUXTM
dish easily overcomplicated and one that
presents a particular challenge to do well
on an aeroplane?

Daniel Hulme,
On Air Dining CEO

Quality Real Food

“We’re launching a new menu very
soon and it includes a burger. We
IK\]ITTaLW\PMUITT\PM\QUMJ]\\PM
VM_UMV]\ISM[][JIKS\WKPMN ZWW\[
1\¼[ITTIJW]\»ZMITNWWL¼?M[\QTTPI^M
W]ZNQVMLQVQVOUMV]_PQKPQ[_PI\
_M¼ZMSVW_VNWZIVL_MITZMILa
WNNMZIY]ITQ\a[IVL_QKPIVLIOZMI\
J]ZOMZ;W_M¼ZMZMMVOQVMMZQVOW]Z
UMV][\WWNNMZUWZM»ZMITNWWL¼_Q\P
7V)QZY]ITQ\a][QVOOZMI\XZWL]KM
_PMZMQ\¼[ITTIJW]\\PM[\WZaWN 
UK-sourced ingredients rather than
creating complex dishes.
“It includes an amazing burger
IVL_M¼^MLM^MTWXML\MKPVQY]M[\W
ensure it is amazing. That means the
home-cooked chips that some with it
IZM[\QTTKZQ[XaIN\MZ\PMa¼^MJMMVQV
\PMUQKZW_I^M·aW]_W]TLV¼\JMTQM^M
how much work we’ve done to make
sure our triple-cooked chips don’t
come out soggy!
“We’ve also worked hard on getting
\PMJ]ZOMZUMI\ZQOP\KIZMN]TTaLMKQLQVO
PW_U]KP]UIUQÆI^W]Z\WX]\QV\W
Q\PW__MKWWSQ\IVLPW_Q\¼[ZMPMI\ML
WV\PMIQZKZIN\?M¼^MLM^MTWXMLI
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ON AIR DINING

\MKPVQY]M_PMZMQ\ZM\IQV[Q\[QV\MOZQ\a
and the caramelisation on the top and
JW\\WU[]ZNIKM[7N KW]Z[MaW]LWV¼\
_IV\\WX]\\PMJ]VQV\PMUQKZW_I^M
but we’ve chosen a bread roll that
_IZU[IVL\WI[\[VQKMTaM^MVQVIXWWZ
Y]ITQ\aW^MV<PMZM[\WN Q\·\PM[ITIL
IVLOIZVQ[P·Q[MI[aº
1V\MZM[\QVOTaIT\PW]OP7V)QZ
WٺMZ[M`\MV[Q^MUMV]WX\QWV[0]TUM
ZMKSWV[IZW]VLPITN \PMNWWLQ\KZMI\M[
Q[VW\NZWU\PMUMV]<PI\^IZQI\QWV
is down to individual customer
ZMY]QZMUMV\[NWWLITTMZOQM[IVLW\PMZ
LZQ^MZ[·\PMKWUXIVaQ[\PMWVTa
QVÆQOP\NWWLXZWL]KMZ_Q\P\_WN]TTa
PITITSQ\KPMV[¹.WZ\PQ[ÆM`QJQTQ\a
1LM[KZQJM][I[INWWLKWVKQMZOM
company rather than a caterer.”
<PIVS[\W\PMM`XMZ\Q[MWN Q\[KPMN[
and an extensive support network
\PI\QVKT]LM[ZMNZQOMZI\ML^IV[IVL
PQOPTWILMZ[7V)QZ,QVQVOQ[
[]KKM[[N]TTaLMTQ^MZQVOM`KMX\QWVIT
NWWL0]TUM[Ia[\PMKWUXIVaQ[IV
IK\Q^MILWX\MZWN VM_\MKPVWTWOa
and systems and: “We’re constantly
innovating in how we develop and use
NWWL?MPI^MW]ZNQVMLQVQVOUMV]
and our new menu is all about real
NWWLLWVM_MTT_Q\P7V)QZY]ITQ\a
1\¼[ITTIJW]\\PM[\WZaWN \PMXZWL]KM
_PQKP=3XZWL]KMZUILM\PMKPMM[M

| DANIEL HULME

Flight attendant training courses are an
essential element in the On Air offering.
Rupa Photography/On Air

_PMZMQ[\PMNQ[P[W]ZKML'7]ZNQVM
dining has been perceived by some as
M`XMV[Q^M·IT\PW]OP1JMTQM^MaW]XIa
NWZY]ITQ\a·J]\\PMVM_UMV]WNNMZ[
NWWLI\IVM`\ZMUMTaKWUXM\Q\Q^M
price. I think it’ll see us get into the
UWZMXZQKMKWV[KQW][IZMI[WN \PM
UIZSM\·XMWXTMPI^MTW^MLW]ZQVQ\QIT
pitches with it.”
Daniel Hulme is enthused by good
NWWLQVIVQVL][\ZaR][\TaMV\P][MLJa
\MKPVWTWOaIVLIQZKZIN\XMZNWZUIVKM.WZ
\PMZMO]TIZÆaMZ][ML\W\PMKWV^MVQMVKM
IVLKWUNWZ\WN TWVOZIVOMM`MK]\Q^M
\ZI^MT\PMIQZKZIN\KWVVMK\Q^Q\aIVL
KIJQVY]ITQ\aJMKWUMM`KMX\QWVIT
M`XMK\I\QWV[J]\\PMNWWL'?MTT\PI\KIV
MI[QTaJMKWUM\PMLMÅVQVOLQٺMZMVKMQ
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PROFLIGHT HEADSET

| BOSE

ProFlight
Aviation Headset
A New Era in

Cockpit Communications?

K

nown among aviators
for its quality headsets,
M`MUXTQÅMLJa\PM
classic A20, and among
audiophiles for its highend audio systems,
headphones and speakers, including the
ZMUIZSIJTM;W]VL?MIZ+WUXIVQWV_MIZIJTM
speaker, Bose released its new-technology
ProFlight aviation headset in April 2018.
A headset designed for professional pilots, Bose
KWVÅZU[8ZW.TQOP\I["¹°\PMQVL][\Za¼[[UITTM[\
Y]QM\M[\IVLUW[\KWUNWZ\IJTMIK\Q^MVWQ[M
cancelling communication headset,” pitching
it at operators working in the quieter cockpit
MV^QZWVUMV\[\aXQÅMLJaJ][QVM[[RM\[
That the ProFlight headset represents advanced
\MKPVWTWOaQ[M^QLMV\QV\PMUWZM\PIV=;LM[QOV
and utility patents it attracted, while Bose notes that
Q\NMI\]ZM["¹°ITQOP\_MQOP\IVLKWUNWZ\IJTMQVMIZ
KWVÅO]ZI\QWV][MZ[MTMK\IJTMTM^MT[WN IK\Q^MVWQ[M
KIVKMTTI\QWVIVLI<IX+WV\ZWTNWZ<ITS<PZW]OP
communication function.” The ProFlight Aviation
0MIL[M\Q[IT[W.))<;7+!IIVL-);)-
<;7+!IKMZ\QÅML

?Q\PIVWVPMIL_MQOP\WN R][\!O\PM
8ZW.TQOP\PMIL[M\WٺMZ[XZW^MVKWUNWZ\W^MZ
TWVOUQ[[QWV[_PQTMQ\[QVMIZKWVÅO]ZI\QWV
MUXTWa[\PMKWUXIVa¼[[WN\;\Ia0MIZ\QX[
_PQKP[Q\QV\PMMIZ¼[W]\MZ»JW_T¼ZI\PMZ\PIV
VMMLQVO\WJMX][PMLLMMXMZQV[QLM_PMZM
\PMaUQOP\Y]QKSTaJMKWUM]VKWUNWZ\IJTM#\PM
PMIL[M\Q[[PQXXML_Q\P;\Ia0MIZ\QX[QV[UITT
medium and large sizes.
Pilots working in noisy cockpits will
_IV\\WKWV[QLMZ\PM)PMIL[M\J]\NWZ
those working in moderately noisy to quiet
MV^QZWVUMV\[\PM8ZW.TQOP\PMIL[M\WٺMZ[
KWV[QLMZIJTMIL^IV\IOM[1\QVKT]LM[\PZMM
levels of active noise cancellation, while noisecancelling technology also provides improved
clarity when the microphone is used. The
tap control for talk-through communication
Q[LM[QOVML[W\PI\ILW]JTM\IXWVMQ\PMZ
MIZJ]LIK\Q^I\M[IVM`\MZVITUQKZWXPWVM
ITTW_QVO\PM][MZ\WJM\\MZPMIZVWV
intercom conversation.
1VIV]\[PMTT*W[M[Ia[\PM8ZW.TQOP\
PMIL[M\Q[TQOP\KWUNWZ\IJTMIVLUISM[
the most of its technological know-how

)\ZILQ\QWVITPMIL[M\Q[KWV[QLMZIJTaPMI^QMZ
and the ProFlight is designed so there are no
XZM[[]ZMXWQV\[·aW]NWZOM\aW]¼ZM_MIZQVOQ\
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\WLMTQ^MZIOZW]VLJZMISQVOXZWL]K\#J]\\PMV
the manufacturer would say that.
ProFlight in the Cockpit

Looking for a user opinion, EVA spoke to
Petter Hörnfeldt, an experienced Boeing 737
training captain whose regular aircraft is, of
KW]Z[M\PMJI[Q[WN \PMUIRWZQ\aWN **2[.QZ[\
off, the ProFlight headset looks very different
IVLY]Q\MNZIVSTaLMKQLMLTa]VKWUNWZ\IJTM
;W_PI\¼[Q\ZMITTaTQSM\W_MIZ'
¹1\TWWS[^MZaLQٺMZMV\J]\Q\¼[IK\]ITTaZMITTa
KWUNWZ\IJTM )\ZILQ\QWVITPMIL[M\Q[KWV[QLMZIJTa
heavier and the ProFlight is designed so there are no
XZM[[]ZMXWQV\[·aW]NWZOM\aW]¼ZM_MIZQVOQ\1_MIZ
[XMK\IKTM[IVL\PM8ZW.TQOP\¼[TIKSWN \ZILQ\QWVIT
ear cups and, therefore, clamping pressure, was a
XZQUIZaZMI[WV_Pa1_IV\ML\W\ZaQ\
¹)\\PMJMOQVVQVO1_I[ITQ\\TM[KMX\QKIT
JMKI][M1¼UVW\][ML\WPI^QVO\PQVO[QVUa
MIZ[·\PI\¼[_Pa1¼^MVM^MZ\ZQMLKWV[]UMZQVMIZ
PMILXPWVM[1\\WWSUMINM__MMS[\WJMKWUM
XZWXMZTa][ML\WQ\J]\\PMMIZXQMKM[IZMZMITTa
_MTTLM[QOVMLIVLIN\MZI_PQTM1KIUM\WZMITQ[M
Q\¼[\PMUW[\KWUNWZ\IJTMPMIL[M\1¼^MM^MZ][ML
¹1¼^MVMMLML\W][M\PM)WVWKKI[QWV[
[QVKM\PMV·1\PQVS1TMN\Ua8ZW.TQOP\PMIL[M\I\
PWUM·IVLQ\¼[WVTa_PMVaW]OWJIKS\W_PI\
aW]PILJMNWZM\PI\aW]ZMITQ[M\PMLQٺMZMVKM
with the ProFlight.”
;W\PMPMIL[M\Q[KWUNWZ\IJTMJ]\Q\¼[IT[W
high-tech. How well does the noise cancellation
_WZSQV\PMZMIT_WZTL'¹1\_WZS[ZMITTa_MTTWV
\PMPQOPTM^MTI\TMI[\[]ٻ
KQMV\NWZ\PM_PQKP
Q[Y]Q\MVWQ[a1WVTa][M\PMPQOPTM^MTJMKI][MWN 
\PI\#\PMUQLLTMTM^MTQ[\WWTW_NWZUM·1\PQVSQ\
_W]TLJMÅVMNWZIY]QM\MZKWKSXQ\\PW]OP1LWV¼\
ÅVL\PMTW_TM^MT][MN]TQV\PMº
And the tap control for talk-through
KWUU]VQKI\QWV'¹1LWV¼\NMMTQ\_WZS[
XIZ\QK]TIZTa_MTTI\\PMUWUMV\·1\PQVS*W[M
Q[_WZSQVOWVQUXZW^QVO\PM[MV[Q\Q^Q\a1LWV¼\
][MQ\ZQOP\VW_J]\\PM8ZW.TQOP\LM[QOVUMIV[
you can remove one earpiece without pulling
the whole headset to one side, an action which
would create additional pressure points with a
traditional headset.”
Bose has equipped the ProFlight headset
_Q\PQ\[-TMK\ZM\VWQ[MKIVKMTTQVOUQKZWXPWVM
technology and although Hörnfeldt has no direct
evidence of the quality of its transmissions, he

[Ia["¹6WWVMPI[KWUXTIQVML[WQ\U][\JMOWWL
<PMQV\MZKWU[a[\MUWV\PMQ[V¼\NIV\I[\QK[W
1R]LOMQ\WVUaW_VIVLUaKWXQTW\¼[^WT]UM
which is usually set to mid-levels, indicating that
the microphone works well.”
A handheld controller, mounted along the
]VQ\¼[KIJTMJM\_MMV\PMPMIL[M\IVLIQZKZIN\
QV\MZNIKMMVIJTM[IKKM[[\W\PM8ZW.TQOP\PMIL[M\¼[
N]VK\QWV[¹?MLWV¼\PI^MIVMTMK\ZQKIT[W]ZKMQV
\PMRIKS[WN W]Z[[W_MPI^M\WX]\\PM\_W
))JI\\MZQM[QV\PMKWV\ZWTTMZ1PIVOQ\]X[W\PI\
\PMKIJTM_WV¼\OM\QV\PM_Ia1VNIK\\PMWVTa
\PQVO1¼L[IaQ[TM[[\PIVQLMIT_Q\P\PM8ZW.TQOP\
PMIL[M\NWZUMQ[\PI\\PMKIJTMQ[[TQOP\Ta\PQKS
and a little heavy, so that it can get in the way. But
1\PQVS\PI\¼[IT_Ia[JMMV\PMKI[M_Q\PPMIL[M\
KIJTM[Q\¼[R][\UWZMVW\QKMIJTM_Q\P\PM8ZW.TQOP\
JMKI][MQ\¼[[WU]KPTQOP\MZº
The hand controller also allows access to
\PMPMIL[M\¼[*T]M\WW\PKWVVMK\Q^Q\a_PQKP
*W[M[]OOM[\[Q[QLMITNWZUWJQTMLM^QKM[IVL
MTMK\ZWVQKÆQOP\JIO[1\¼[VW\[WUM\PQVO
Hörnfeldt has tried in the cockpit since his
KWUXIVaLWM[V¼\ITTW_*T]M\WW\PWV\PMÆQOP\
LMKSJ]\"¹1ÆM_I[IXI[[MVOMZZMKMV\TaIVL
_IV\ML\WTQ[\MV\WIXWLKI[\1LQLV¼\PI^M
UaZMO]TIZPMILXPWVM[_Q\PUM[W1][ML\PM
ProFlight headset and it worked really well.”
8M\\MZ0ZVNMTL\¼[ZMIT_WZTLM`XMZQMVKM_Q\P
\PM8ZW.TQOP\PMIL[M\[XMIS[^WT]UM[0MLWM[V¼\
KTIQUQ\\WJMXMZNMK\J]\\PMKWUJQVI\QWVWN ÅVM
Y]ITQ\QM[Q\LWM[WٺMZMI[QTaW]\_MQOP[\PMUQVWZ
VQOOTM[0M¼[PIXXQTaKMZ\IQV\PI\Q\¼[\PMUW[\
KWUNWZ\IJTMPMIL[M\PM¼[][MLQVITWVOKIZMMZQ
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DATES

DESTINATION

JAN 29 2019

SAN ANTONIO, TX

FEB 01 2019

29°25’20.7”N 98°29’09.6”W

SCHEDULERS &
DISPATCHERS
CONFERENCE
This is the premier business aviation conference
for schedulers and dispatchers with over 2,900
attendees and over 580 exhibit booths.

REGISTER TODAY
www.nbaa.org/sdc/2019
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Demonstrating Dylan

E

arly in October, Biggin
Hill, UK-based Pilatus
distributor Oriens
Aviation staged a
spectacular demonstration
of the PC-12NG’s
capabilities. The object was to move
seven people, including pilot and Oriens
CEO Edwin Brenninkmeyer, and their
overnight luggage, from Biggin Hill to the
small Swiss airport named for Gstaad,
the primary town it serves, but located
at Saanen. Depending on type, Gstaad
Airport’s short runway and unusual
approach poses a challenge even to some
smaller business jets and especially in
LQٻ
K]T\_MI\PMZJ]\MI[QTaNITT[_Q\PQV\PM
PC-12NG’s capability.

Thanks to its impressive cruising speed, the
turboprop PC-12NG also makes good time over
_PI\I\ÅZ[\IXXMIZ[INIQZTaTMVO\Pa[MK\WZIVL
IT\PW]OP\PMW]\_IZLRW]ZVMaQVKT]LMLI[\]VVQVO
sightseeing detour through the mountains, the
homeward leg was little more than two hours and
\PMZMNWZMMI[QTaKWUXIZIJTM\WIRM\
.TaQVOQV7ZQMV[¼8+6//,A46
SVW_VIٺMK\QWVI\MTaI[»,aTIV¼aW]Z
KWZZM[XWVLMV\IVLNMTTW_\ZI^MTTMZ[_MZM
treated to a demonstration that surprised and
LMTQOP\ML.QZ[\IUWVO\PM[]ZXZQ[M[Q[\PM
8+6/¼[KIJQV)L]T\[_WV¼\JMIJTM\W
[\IVL]XZQOP\J]\VMQ\PMZQ[IV]VKWUNWZ\IJTM
[\WWXZMY]QZML·I\TMI[\NWZUM<PM[MI\[IZM
ZMUIZSIJTaKWUNWZ\IJTM\PMKIJQVJMI]\QN]TTa
ÅVQ[PMLIVLUaQ8PWVMKWVVMK\ML\W\PM
WVJWIZL?Q.QMٺWZ\TM[[Ta
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Le Grand Bellevue
hotel sent this
glorious Bentley to
collect us from the
airport at Saanen,
its elegance easily
matched by that of
the PC-12NG.
All www.maxfilms.co.uk/
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REGISTER FOR THE PREMIER
BUSINESS AVIATION EVENT IN ASIA
Join thousands of top business aviation leaders, entrepreneurs,
and other aircraft-purchase decision makers for the Asian
Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition (ABACE2019)
in Shanghai. Save the date and visit the ABACE website
to learn more.

LEARN MORE | www.abace.aero
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Clockwise from left:
Pilatus packages
an unbeatable
combination of
technology and
rugged engineering
into the PC-12NG,
producing a versatile,
cost-effective platform
suitable even for
operations from
smaller airfields, and
even grass strips
Oriens Aviation offers
Pilatus sales, MRO and
training support from
its Biggin Hill facility
Comprehensive
avionics are installed
as standard

<PMZM¼[IUXTM[XIKMNWZJIO[QV\PMZMIZ
T]OOIOMKWUXIZ\UMV\J]\\PMIQZKZIN\WٺMZ[
WXMZI\WZ[\PMÆM`QJQTQ\aWN ^MZaY]QKSTaZMUW^QVO
[MI\[NZWU\PMIN\KIJQV\WM`\MVLKIZOW[XIKM
NWZ_IZL[5]T\QXTMOWTN JIO[KIUMZIIVLÅTUQVO
MY]QXUMV\M^MVUW\WZKaKTM[IZMVW\]VKWUUWV
Q\MU[\WÅVLQV\PMJIKSWN I8+6/MI[QTa
loaded via a large, upward-hinged cargo door set
QV\W\PMXWZ\ZMIZN][MTIOM
There’s a Propeller?

8QTW\[_QTTIXXZMKQI\M\PMIQZKZIN\¼[M`\MV[Q^M
I^QWVQK[[]Q\MJ]\NZWU\PMJIKS\PM8+6/
QUXZM[[ML_Q\PQ\[[XZQOP\Ta\ISMWٺNZWUI
OZMa*QOOQV0QTTIVL[]J[MY]MV\[]ZXZQ[QVOTa
[_QN\KTQUJ\WKZ]Q[QVOIT\Q\]LM<PMKZ]Q[MQ[V¼\
Y]Q\M]X\PMZM_Q\P\PMRM\[J]\\PMIQZKZIN\ÆQM[
[UWW\PTaIVLWVKMQ\¼[W]\WN \PMKTQUJXPI[M
\PM8<\]ZJWXZWX¼[VW\MIVLXZWXMTTMZVWQ[M
NILM[\WOMVMZI\MVWPQOPMZ[W]VLTM^MTQV\PM
KIJQV\PIVWVMUQOP\M`XMK\QV\PMUIRWZQ\aWN 
TQOP\RM\[1VNIK\\PMXZWXMTTMZQ[QV^Q[QJTMWVKM
Q\¼[\]ZVQVOI\ÆQOP\[XMML[IVLVW\QKQVO\PM
IQZKZIN\M^MVPI[WVMWVKMaW]¼ZMJIKSWV\PM
OZW]VLQ[IVW\PMZWN \PM[]ZXZQ[M[\PM8+6/
PI[QV[\WZMNWZ\PM]VQVQ\QI\ML
When Edwin suggested we go sightseeing

WV\PM_Ia1_I[V¼\ITWVMQVM`XMK\QVOI[\WX
[WUM_PMZM[KMVQKJ]\PMIK\]ITTaPIL[WUM
M`PQTIZI\QVOITXQVMÆaQVOQVUQVL1\[TIZOM
KIJQV_QVLW_[UISM\PM8+6/IVM`KMTTMV\
^QM_QVOXTI\NWZUIVLPW_WN\MVLWM[WVMPI^M
\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WÆa\PZW]OP\PMUW]V\IQV[
ZI\PMZ\PIVW^MZ\PMU')Y]QKS\]ZVIZW]VL\PM
5I\\MZPWZVLMUWV[\ZI\MLaM\IVW\PMZ8+6/
[]ZXZQ[M·Q\¼[ZMITTaY]Q\MIVIOQTMUIKPQVM
*]\\PMUW]V\IQV[¼VI\]ZITTa\]ZJ]TMV\IQZ
IٺMK\[M^MV\PM[UWW\PM[\ÆaQVOWN IMZWXTIVM[
IVL_Q\PWVMWZ\_WXI[[MVOMZ[NMMTQVO\PM
MٺMK\[WN R][\ITQ\\TM\WWU]KPUW]V\IQVÆaQVO

Looking aft, with
tables extended.
The area to the
back of the cabin
offers ample
luggage space
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-L_QV\]ZVMLNWZ/[\IIL)QZXWZ\MUXTWaQVOI
[]ZXZQ[QVOTa[\MMXIXXZWIKP\WOM\][WV\W\PM
IQZÅMTL¼[[PWZ\Z]V_IaI[[WWVI[XW[[QJTM
/[\IIL¼[4M/ZIVL*MTTM^]MPW\MTW]Z
LM[\QVI\QWVNWZ\PMVQOP\[MV\I[\]VVQVO*MV\TMa
XZM^QW][TaW_VMLJaPQU[MTNUW^QM[\IZ;QZ
:WOMZ5WWZM\WKWTTMK\][0WXMN]TTaQ\[LZQ^MZ
_I[QUXZM[[MLJaW]ZIXXZWIKPIVLTIVLQVO·
[QVKM\PMIQZÅMTL¼[WVTaW\PMZWKK]XIV\[IXXMIZML
\WJM[\WZaJWWSKW_[Q\_I[LQٻ
K]T\\WR]LOM
\PMQZMV\P][QI[U
1VNIK\\PMY]QM\IQZXWZ\Z]V[_Q\PMY]ITTaY]QM\
Mٻ
KQMVKaIVLIN\MZZMTI`MLK][\WU[NWZUITQ\QM[
\PM*MV\TMaOMV\Ta_IN\ML][\W4M/ZIVL*MTTM^]M
/ZIVLQ\KMZ\IQVTa_I[IVL[M\QVJMI]\QN]T
[]ZZW]VLQVO[\WW/[\IILQVMIZTa7K\WJMZÅVLQVO
Q\[MTN JM\_MMVI[]UUMZ[MI[WV\PI\QVKT]LM[JMIKP
^WTTMaJITTIVLI_QV\MZWN [SQQVO
6M`\UWZVQVO¼[LMXIZ\]ZM_I[MY]ITTa
QUXZM[[Q^M-L_QVUIVIOQVO\W[SQZ\U]KPWN \PM
KTW]LW^MZ;_Q\bMZTIVLIKZW[[.ZIVKMIVLW^MZ
\PM+PIVVMTWVTaNWZ[Y]ITTa[PW_MZ[\WOZMM\
][WV\PMZ]VQV\W*QOOQV)OIQV\PW]OP\PM
8+6/PIVLTMLQ\[MTN _Q\PIXTWUJ6W\PQVO
about the approach to land suggested we were
ÆaQVOIVa\PQVOTM[[\PIVITQOP\RM\IVLQVLMML

IZW]VL\PMIQZÅMTL\PMZM¼[TQ\\TMLQٺMZMVKMQV
XMZNWZUIVKMJM\_MMV\PM8+6/IVLIX]ZM
\]ZJQVMMVOQVMLIQZKZIN\
*QOOQV_I[OZMa_PMV_MTMN\IVL[TQOP\Ta
OZMaMZWVW]ZZM\]ZVJ]\\PM8+6/ZMUIQVML
I[PQVQVO[\IZ\PZW]OPW]\1\\Z]TaM`MUXTQÅML\PM
]VQY]MWXXWZ\]VQ\aXZM[MV\MLJaI[UITTXZQ^I\M
IMZWXTIVM_Q\P\PMKIXIJQTQ\a\WUW^MIOZW]XWN 
adults across the continent and land them into a
[UITTIQZÅMTLY]QKSTaLQ[KZM\MTaIVLQVKWUNWZ\Q

Le Grand Bellevue
in Gstaad, our Swiss
destination

The Swiss Alps by
PC-12NG. Is there
any other way to
see them?
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